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More students pursue vocations
A recent rise in applications
to the School of Theology and
Ministry (STM) could be proof
that Boston College is on its way
to accomplishing one of the major
tenets of its Master Plan to become the world's leading Catholic
-

University and theological center.
According to an article published
by WBZ-TV on Feb. 19, the STM
has already received 242 applications, a 70 percent increase from
the previous year.
"So far this year, we're up seventy percent," said Sean Porter,
assistant dean and director of
admission for the STM. Porter
said that he thinks there are a
number ofreasons that the school
has experienced a rise in applications. He said that the combined
resources of the Institute of Religious Education and Pastoral
Ministry (IREPM) and the Weston
Jesuit School of Theology under
the STM have made the school
one of the foremost theological
centers in the nation. "With the
creation of the school of Theology
and Ministry, Boston College has
the most comprehensive Catholic
education institution, certainly in
the country," Porter said.
Porter said that the school is
attracting people from all ages,
occupations, and walks of life.
"The largest part of the increase
is from people who are coming
right from their undergraduate

diversity in ages makes for a very
dynamic classroom experience,"
Porter said. It is the interaction
between old and young members
of a class and their different experiences, he said, that make class
discussions compelling. "It's very
intentional here," he said.
Thomas Groome, professor
and chairperson of the STM, also
said that the growth in popularity is due to the strength of the
merged schools. "I suppose when
you put the two together, that's a
winning combo," he said. "It was
a pastoral initiative here for about
40 years when it grew and prospered and developed a national
and international reputation."
Groome said that the high quality
of the faculties at the two schools
led to the creation of one excellent
faculty when they were combined
under the BC name. "We had a
very fine faculty and program and
staff, but so did they," he said.
Both Groome and Porter said
that there is a large number of
second-career people who have
shown an interest in pursuing further education for a career in ministry. He said that many people
may find themselves saying, "I'm

years or from after a year of JVC

[Jesuit Volunteer Corps] work,"
he said. "We tend to have fewer
second career folks than other

schools."
He also said that BC tends to
attract more young students than
other comparable programs. "The

November 2007
The University
announces that the
Institute of Religious
Education and Pastoral
Ministry will join with
the Weston Jesuit School
of Theology and the
Church in the 21st
Century Online.

Fall 2008
The School joins the
University as the fullyfunctioning and renamed
School of Theology and
Ministry. The School
is divided into two
departments, representing
the formerly autonomous
Weston Jesuit School of
Theology and Institute of
Religious Education and
Pastoral Ministry.

no longer happy or fulfilled selling
real estate or managing someone's
financial portfolio," and that
they find a vocation in ministry.
"The numbers here at St. John's
seminary are up as well," Groome
said, though this may be due in
part to actions by Cardinal Sean
O'Malley that have opened it up
to a larger pool of applicants.
"Alot of second-career people,
a lot ofthem are women who found
themselves moving back onto the
job market," Groome said. "They
make great ministers; they have a
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The School reports a 70
percent increase in the
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Ministry is located on land purchased from the Boston Archdiocese in 2006.

The School of
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Matthew DeLuca

News Editor

August 2006

Boston College acquires
18 acres of land as
well as academic and
administrative buildings
from the Archdiocese of
Boston, forming what will
becomeknown as the
Brighton Campus.

School of Theology and Ministry
experiences increase in applications
By

Two Schools Joined

number of applications
received as compared to
this time last year.

Speakers address condom use Room selection
process changes

By Darren Ranck
Heights Editor

Alexi Chi
Editor-in-Chief
By

tion Generation Life.
According to their mission statement on generatiordife.org, the organization "is a movement of
young people committed to building a culture oflife
by spreading the messages of life and love to other
young people." Christine Priedrich, former presi-

dent of the Pro-Life Club and BC '08, is currently
employed by Generation Life, and was joined by
fellow speaker George Smith, a graduate of Rutgers
University. In light of the referendum, Abigail Craycraft, president of the Pro-Life Club and A&S '11,

Lecturers spoke about the Catholic Church's stance on human sexuality and contraceptives.

5

See Contraceptives, A

Environmental studies expand at BC
Over the past year,

there has been

a noticeable rise in the amount of
students majoring or minoring in
environmental studies, according to
a report from The New York Times.
At Boston College, there are
currently 44 seniors enrolled in the

environmental studies minor, with
150 students total enrolled in the
program. In 2004, only 13 seniors
optedfor the minor.
The most notable increase fac-

Inside

MARKETPLC

ulty members have observed has
been the increasing level of interest
among non-majors. The department
chair noted that there had been a
45 percent increase in non-majors
enrolling in departmentcoursesover
the past five years.
"The environmental studies
minor provides an opportunity to
look very broadly across the field,"

said Eric Strauss, director of the
environmental studies program at
BC, which was first developed in
1996. Environmental challenges are
not just solved with one set of tools

[but] solved with a very broad set
oftools."
The program is far from limited
to science courses and also includes
topics in political science, economics, and even history, Strauss said.
Roughly halfof those involved in the
program are science majors, with the
rest coming from various studies and
departments.
"What we've seen over the past
12 years has been a growth in the
awareness of the environment energy and sustainability, ecosystems,
urban ecology," Strauss said. "I'm
-

delighted because there are student
and faculty groups that have formed
in the past year and a half it's
wonderful to see these additional
programs emerge."
The Times report also cited an
increase in environmental and alternative energy-based research at
a wide range of universities. At BC,
one option for interested students
is a yearlong research project called
the Environmental Scholars Program. Combining research in the
-

See Environment, A
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Hugo Chavez term limits
extended indefinitely, Bl

"There will be three groups
awarded each pick time," Prue
said. "Every five minutes, three
more groups will enter the lottery. If they haven't picked, three
more groups will enter as well. If
they're late, they'll still be in the
same pool."

When asked whether the new
time allotment system could generate competition among students
competing for the coveted last
mod or eight-man in Walsh Hall,
Prue said it might.

See Housing, A

Classifieds, B5
Comics, Scene 10
Crossword, Scene 11
Editorials, A6
Editors' Picks, B7
Lectures, B3

THE
BC men's basketball defeats Florida
State University 72-67, B8

pick times.
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By Patrick Gallagher
Heights Staff

Come February, room selection-induced stress traditionally
becomes one of the hallmarks of
the Boston College student. This
year, though, that stigma is set to
change with the introduction of .a
new electronic system that will allow students to complete the room
selection process online.
There will be three substantial
changes to the system.
The first of these is a move to
a completely new online system.
"No more standing around in the
Cabaret Room with a pick number!" said Steven Prue, assistant
director in the Office of Residential Life. "We invested in a new
computer program called Starßez
that allows students to pick their
rooms online."
The system can be accessed
through Agora Portal; "My Res
Life Forms" has been replaced
with a link titled "My Res Life,"
where all of one's electronic Res
Life forms are stored. Everything
from housing intent to group compilation to room selection can now
be completed online.
The second change is that every
student must select the bedroom
in which he or she will live
"What we're doing now for us
and the students is just better
room management," Prue said.
He identified better emergency
response, more accuracy for

student assignments at checkin and check-out times, and
ease of billing for damages as
other benefits of requiring students to identify their individual
bedrooms. "Students can move
rooms, they just have to let us
know," he said.
Nick Fulco, chairman of the
Quality of Student Life Committee (QSLC) and A&S '09, is not
extremely concerned about the
change. "Picking a bed isn't that
big of a deal, and you can always
change at a later date," he said.
"It's a smart idea, if there's ever an
emergency, for student safety."
The third major change is the
elimination of the long-standing "pick" system. Because the
process of assigning groups of
students individual numbers
didn't gel with Starßez's technology, students will now be awarded

4

Less than a week after 89 percent of the
undergraduate student body passed a sexual
health referendum urging more discussion
about campus health issues, the Pro-Life Club
sponsored a lecture to discuss the dangers of
contraception. The lecture, "Contraception:
Sexual Freedom or Sexual Slavery," comprised
the second of nearly two dozen in a lecture circuit sponsoredby the anti-abortion organiza-
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GENEVA (AP) Antarctic glaciers are melting
faster across a much wider area than previously
thought, scientists said Wednesday a development that could lead to an unprecedented
rise in sea levels. A' report by thousands of
scientists for the 2007-2008 International
Polar Year concluded that the western part
of the continent is warming'up, not just the
Antarctic Peninsula. Previously, most of the
-

-

ON CAMPUS

Students Turning to ADD
medication to help focus

Professor speaks of the
dependabilityon Social Security
Alicia Munnell, a professor in CSOM, recently commented on the state of Social Security in an article
published in the Boston Globe. "Amid all the economic
calamity, the Social Security program is functioning
perfectly, meeting the crucial economic needs for mil. lions of Americans," Munnell said. "When older workers
are losing their jobs and their 401(k) accounts are down
about 30 percent, the ability to claim Social Security
benefits serves as a backstop against severe economic
hardship." Munnell warned that policy makers should
tread carefully whenit comes to Social Security. For, she
stated, though Social Security checks are not large, they
are quite reliable and subsequently dependedupon.
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UNDER REPORTED
LOCAL

Fish pedicures are banned in
Florida and other states
Fish pedicures, whichfeature small carp thateat thedead
skin off ofpeople's soaking feet, have recently been banned
in Florida. The Florida Board.of Cosmetology determined
that the practice was in violation of a standing ban on the
use of animals in salons. They also claimed that it violated
several sanitation requirements, as it is a mandate that
pedicure materials be disinfectedbetween uses by each new
client. A relatively new practice, these fish pedicures were
introduced in salons and spas just last year. In addition to
Florida, Texas, Washington, Massachusetts, and New Hampshire havebanned the procedure. Salons in these states that
continue the practice of this procedure will face fines.

Nicole Freedman, director of Boston Bikes and the
city's "bike czar," has been instrumental in continuing to
makeBoston a more bike-friendly city inrecent years. In
her agency's first year, five miles of new bike lanes were installed, and for the future, Freedman is trying to facilitate
a bike-share program. As Boston has been named three
times to Bicycling Magazine's list of the worst U.S. cities
for bicyclists, Freedman is hoping to ratify this title by
creating an inviting atmospherefor riders. So far, the city
installed 250 new bike racks and hosted events like Hub
on Wheels, an annual citywide bike festival.

refused to cooperate and was placed into protective custody.

2:45 a.m. Officer files a report regarding
vandalism to a residence in the Mods.
-

marijuana was confiscated.

California lawmaker sees
economic benefit in pot
In light of the economic crisis that currently grips the nation, Californiaassemblyman Tom Ammiano recently introduced a
bill that would legalize, regulate, and tax
marijuana, treating it in a manner similar to
alcohol or tobacco. This would mean a great
deal of additional revenue for the state of
California, whose marijuana industry brings
in an estimated $14 billion each year, making it thestate's largest unofficial cash crop.
The state struggling to close a $42 billion
deficit could potentially make upward
of $1 billion in taxes. However, opponents
feel the bill "would create a whole new set
of costs for society," making pot easier to
obtain and increasing incidences of driving
under the influence.
-

-

"What is your favorite activity
to do on Facebook?"

3:26 a.m. An officer observed suspicious
activity. After an investigation, several nonstudents were identified. A small quantity of
marijuana was confiscated along with evidence of cocaine use. They were issued trespass warnings and were escorted off campus.

My friends back m Texas and I
have a funny thread...sol like
to either post or read it."

-

:

-

12:52 a.m. A report was filed regarding a
complaint about an unregistered party in the
Mods. The party was shut down.
-

1:17 a.m. A report was filed regarding a noise
complaint in the Mods.

A report was filedregarding an injured party in Loyola Hall who was transported
to a medical facility by ambulance.
3:47 a.m.

-

11:12 a.m. A report was filed regarding vandalism to a vending machine.
-

-

-

1:42 a.m. A report was filed regarding an
intoxicated party in Edmond's Hall who was
transported to a medical facility. The party
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Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and offcampus including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Zachary Jason, Arts and Review Editor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mail review©
bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.
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Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to proyide its
readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you
believe we have made a reporting
error, have information that requires a clarification or correction,
or questions about The Heights
standards and practices, you may
contact Alexi Chi, Editor-in-Chief,
at (617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor©
bcheights.com.

4:50 p.m. A report was filed regarding a
party in Shea Field who was issued a trespass

To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Kyle Pochini, General Manager at (617) 552-0547.

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most
effective ways to reach the BC
community. To submit a Classified, Display, or Online Advertisement, call our Advertising office at
(617) 552-2220 Monday through
Friday.

"Creep."

?Erik Thomas,
A&S '11
"Research."
?Evan Miller,
A&S '11

-

warning.

Delivery

The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2009. All rights reserved.

Corrections

"Keepiownltdh

friends."
-KaitlinQuals,
A&S'12

touch

1:31 a.m. A report was filed regarding an
intoxicated party in Cushing Hall who was
transported to a medical facility by ambulance.

A Guide to Your
Newspaper

sports@bcheights.com.

-

12:47 a.m. A report was filed regarding an
intoxicated party in Corcoran Commons who
was released into the custody of a parent.

26°

Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a
game? Call David Amstutz, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail

Voices from the Dustbowl
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-
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Police Blotter

12:39 a.m. A report was filed regarding an
intoxicated party who was transported to a
medical facility.
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News Tips
Have a news tip or a good idea for
a story? Call Matthew DeLuca,
News Editor, at (617) 552-0172, or
e-mail news@bcheights.com. For
fUture events, e-mail, fax, or mail
a detailed description of the event
and contact information to the
News Desk.
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'Bike czar* improving the
qualityof biking in Boston

<

EDITORIAL RESOURCES

the prevalence of personal cellular phones
increases on college campuses, a growing number of
universities have made the decision to pull land lines
from dorm rooms. "Demand has dropped, and it's a
costly service," an official at Santa Clara University
said. Santa Clara reports savings of nearly $62,000
in yearly maintenance fees due to their cutting 1,300
campus phone lines. Only one phone per dorm floor
will be kept at Santa Clara as a means of backup in
case ofemergency. Universities such as the College of
William & Mary and the University ofMissouri-Kansas
City have,also made moves to eradicate landlines in
dorm rooms.

-

12:18 a.m. Officer observes two students
smoking a marijuana pipe. After a short
investigation, a pipe and small quantity of

NATIONAL
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NoahP. Snyder, a professor in the geology department,
recently released a study that details the effectivenessof
lasers beamed from planes overhead in adding clarity to
mapping streams and rivers and interpreting how well
these bodies of water can help maintain or expand fish
stocks. These lasers have also been proven to be effective
in other realms, as well. "It's kind oflike going from your
backyard telescope to the Hubble telescope," Snyder said.
"Restoring fish habitat is just one example,fbr the fisherman, backpacker, forester, land use planner,, or developer
anyone who uses map data this new technology is the
next revolution in mapping."

Sunday, Feb. 15

Mt

Universities cut landlines on
campus due to cellphones

Professor studies the
effectiveness of laser mapping

-

warming was thought to occur on the narrow'
stretch pointing toward South America, said
Colin Summerhayes, executive director of the
Britain-based Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research and a member of International
Polar Year's steering committee. But satellite
data and automated weather stations indicate
otherwise. "The warming we see in the peninalso extends all the way down to what is
ed west Antarctica," Summerhayes said,

To aid in focusing while studying, an increasing number of college students are turning to attention deficit
disorder drugs such as Adderall and Ritalin, according
to a NPR report. One interviewed student attested to
the benefits of the drugs, stating that the drugs offer
"a perfect kind of transition into a study mentality."
Some students also made the claim that studying while
under the influence of these drugs made studying more
enjoyable. In lieu of these benefits, most researchers
strongly caution against the abuse of these drugs, as
they have the potential for "serious side effects", such
as chronic insomnia and heart problems. In addition,
the drugs are amphetamine-based, so they also have
addictive qualities.

"
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Arctic glaciers are melting
faster than experts expected

UNIVERSITIES
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6:48 p.m.- A report was filed regarding three
intoxicated parties in Conte Forum who were
transported to a medical facility.
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Source: The Boston College
Police Department
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Group spreads awareness of child soldiers in Uganda
By Angela Donkor
For The Heights

and has since continued his
involvement. "I saw their first
documentary in high school,
Students and faculty gathered and I jumped in," Kreager said.
on Tuesday night in Robsham
"I have stayed involved throughTheater to attend the screening
out. I signed BC up for their New
of the documentary The Rescue
England tour, and they contacted
of Joseph Kony's Child Soldier. us to host the screening." Kreager
The documentary, the product said that while the issue of child
of three American students,
soldiers has existed for awhile, it
addresses the issue of child solwas only recently that the issue
diers in Northern Uganda. The has garnered attention. "The
documentary is an initiative of rebellion has been going on for
the Invisible Children, a nona century, led by a man who has
profit organization aiding child
been ruining a country without
soldiers and displaced children of any protest. He collects children
Northern Uganda. The event was into his army and brain washes
organized through the initiative
them. It has been going on,
of Steven Kreaand we have not
ger and Kendra
"I believe in
heard anything
Steele, both A&S
about it. It's
the youth
'12.
been a progresThe film folsive thing, and it
America. We are
lows the actions
is only recently
not an apathetic
of Joseph Kony, a
that people have
spiritual leader in
generation"
become aware of
Northern Uganda
it."
who has reportSteele echoed
John Kelly,
edly abducted
Kreager's desire
Member, Invisible
more than 30,000
to bring the event
children into his
Children
on campus. "We
rebellion army.
live in an age
Kony, who gained popularity that people need to care about
following the British withdrawal something," she said. "When I
from Uganda in 1962, has been watched the movie, I felt like I
accused of various crimes against can do something about it. We
humanity and is currently wanted needed to bring this to BC beby the United Nations' Internacause we thought students can
tional Criminal Court (ICC).
get involved in it."
Kreager and Steele, both of
When asked why there is little
whom had previous involvement media coverage on the issue, she
with the Invisible Children orsaid that the U.S. does not have
ganization, brought the group to any vested interests in Uganda
BC in hope ofbringing awareness but that it needs to intervene.
to the issue of Ugandan child
"It is not about human gain,
soldiers.
but it is about humanity," she
When asked to comment said. "People are dying for no
on his involvement with Invisreason."
ible Children, Kreager said that
Brit Chreptyk, an Invisible
he has been engaged with the Children member, explained how
she got involvewith the cause. "I
organization since high school

of

?

saw the original movie and from
there I got involved in talking
to people about Invisible Children," she said. "I was not able
to do much more than talking to
people. Ikept getting e-mails and
I decided to get involved. I knew
that I had to do it."

Chreptyk said that she hopes
that this documentary will give
people a differentperspective on
their own lives and will ignite a
desire in them to educate themselves on such issues. "If I look
at the world as a whole, I see
my life as abundant. Although
we are taught that our lives are
that it is
average, I believe
my responsibility and privilege
to do this. I think that people
should go to the Web sites and
watch the movie and maybe
they will feel compelled to do
something."
Another Invisible Children
member, John Kelly, said that this
cause is an opportunity for American youths to become involved
in global affairs."l believe in the
youth of America. We are not an
apathetic generation. We just need
a cause to rally around, and for me,
the cause is Invisible Children."
Like the other members of Invisible Children, Kelly's perspective has been greatly affected by
his own experience. "The message
is so powerful, and we can make
an impact on this war," Kelly said.
"I saw this first handwhen I went
to a Global Night Commute event,
and it was amazing to see people
rally around a cause that is bigger
than them. My goal is to reach
people in the crowd who want to
make a change."
Kreager and Steele said they
hope to attract more students
for their upcoming screening
of the same documentary on
March 15. \u25a0
...

The non-profit organization, Invisible Children, seeks to raise awareness of the issue of child soliders in Africa.

Faculty, students evaluate online encyclopedia
By Kyle

Saunders

For The Heights

Louis Petrosino, A&S '12,
had an experience common to
many Boston College students
while reading for his Biblical
Heritage class. Seized by the
desire to know exactly how
old Taylor Swift is, he went
directly to Wikipedia, the
popular site that calls itself a

-1

free online encyclopedia.
Petrosino, who said he uses
Wikipedia "3-5 times daily,"
is one of countless Wikipedia
enthusiasts. According to data
from alexa.com, Wikipedia
is currently the eighth most
popular Web site online and is
reportedly used by about half
of all Internet users. With 2.5
million articles in English and
10 million articles in 200 other

:

languages, Wikipedia has established a prominent online
presence since its formation in
January of 2001.
The rise of Wikipedia, however, has had an interesting effect on scholarship in general.
Inhis journal article "The Fate
of Expertise after Wikipedia,"
published this month, Louis
Sanger, who cofounded Wikipedia in 2001 and has a phi-

r~.

1,

UGBC Senate Results

losophy Ph.D., writes that his

Web site is "both celebrated
and reviled as embodying an
egalitarian epistemological
revolution." Sanger fears that
there is a growing population that holds the view that
Wikipedia "threatens to undermine a sort of intellectual
hegemony that experts have
long enjoyed."

Not all professors agree that
Wikipedia will have a harmful

using Wikipedia data," they
said. "And we continue to do
so ourselves."
"The challenge for the aca-

demic world is to educate
students on the proper use of
Wikipedia, not to discourage
its use" Fichman said. He said
that the Web site is a tool that
simply needs to be used the
right way. He and Kane said
that it is good to check the
number of times an article has
been updated and to look at
the author's sources.
Ken Liss, a

effect on scholarship.
"Very few people actually understand
"The challenge
the strict selfimposed rules
the academic
that Wikipediworld is to educate
ans follow," said
Jerry Kane, asthe

for

Thefollowing senators have been elected
to serve in the 2009-2010 UGBC Senate

sistant professor

of information
systems in the
Carroll School
of Manage
ment. "Wikipedia depends
completely on
experts for its

students on

proper use

-

Senate President
Harvey Simmons

?

and present that content."
Kane, together with his
colleague Robert Fichman,
assistant chairperson of information systems, recently
had their journal article, "The
Shoemaker's Children: Using
Wikis for Information Systems Teaching, Research, and
Publication," published in
MIS Quarterly. In the article,
the pair said that, "Wikipedia
provides rich, robust data,"
and that it is changing the face
of research. "We suspect that
many researchers are actively
pursuing research portfolios

Scott Jelinek

Class of 2010
Katie Girkis
Bridget Ronan
Bryan Levya
Trevor Lair

Class of 2011
Nicholas Bufnn
Patrick Raab
Tripp Ott
Robert Monaco

Classof2ol2
Derek Lo
Courtney Finkel
lyier Schenk
Roderick McKelvie
Mike Joyce
P

communica
tions, said that
when looking at
-

Wikipedia, "It
is important to

distinguish between a reference work like
an encyclopedia

Robert Fichman,
Associate Chairperson of
and scholarly
Information Systems

content; it simply uses amateurs to organize, synthesize,

Senate Vice-President

of

Wikipedia"

reference librarian who
specializes in

research." He
said that Wikipedia articles
should never be treated as
scholarly research and that one
should be wary of the fact that
the contents in articles can be
changed by anyone.
Like the professors, students who use Wikipedia said
that they are aware of its limitations as a resource. "I use
Wikipedia on the regular basis
but not usually for academic
work," said Alex Scull, CSOM
'11. "College students really
should have no reason to cite
Wikipedia since the site already has the citations at the
bottom of every page."
Scull said that he disproves

of citing Wikipedia as an au-

thority in papers but that, "It
is impossible for an expert
to know 100 percent about
their field" and that "when
multiple sources contribute
their knowledge, they can fill
the void that the lone expert
cannot."
Anthony Sendik, A&S '09,
said that he finds Wikipedia,
"OK for quick facts on well
known topics," but does not
believe it can replace real encyclopedias. "I do not think
that Wikipedia should replace
material written by experts,
nor even be cited in scholarly
papers," said Riley Collins,
A&S '12. Collins said that
while she knows the Web site
works to remove false information, she is still critical of its
reliability.
Megan Holmberg, GA&S
'09, said she feels that Wikipedia has added a new dimension
to the learning environment.
She said that some students
in her classes would study for
tests by simply reading relevant Wikipedia articles. She
said that Wikipedia has contributed to the rise of online
education, likening its effects
to those of the development
of online test taking, online
classes, and other education
methods that do not involve
classrooms.
"When the radio was introduced, it took 38 years to
reach a target audience of 50
million," Petrosino said. "The
Internet did the same thing in
four." With the scope of the
Internet widening every day,
there is seemingly no stopping
Wikipedia.

\u25a0
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New legislation may affect teacher unions
By

Michael Caprio

Assoc. News Editor

New legislation currently under
consideration in the United States
Congress may provide an easier
route for employees at private
educational institutions to form
workers unions. The Employee Free
Choice Act, if passed, will allow
for employees at privately-owned
companies to unionize themselves
with a majority petition, forgoing
the current secret ballot process
necessary to form unions.
Supporters of the bill said the
initiative is a major reformation of
a flawed union-system. In a 2007
press release, Sen. Edward M.Kennedy (D-MA), said that this measure will havethe potential to bring
greater prosperity to American
workers, giving them a larger share
in the nation's economic benefits.
"It's time to return to a world where
workers obtain their fair share of
the nation's economic growth. The

best way to do so is to give them a
stronger voice in the workplace,"
Kennedy said. "The fundamental
promise of the American dream is
that hard work leads to success and
a better life for families."
While many Democrats in Congress stood alongside Kennedy in
support of the legislation, college
administrators, including many at
Boston College, believe the measure to be ineffective and, in some
cases, against the best interests of
workers. "I don't thinkthis is good
legislation," Robert Lewis, vicepresident for human resources,
said. "My own view is that it is far
better to have a secret ballot, to
me it's the truest way to measure
whether they want unions or not.
They [workers] should be able to
make up their mind with the privacy that the secret ballot offers,
rather than in front of a group of
people," Lewis said, in reference to
the proposed"card check" process,
which would allow for a union to

be formed under the condition
that a majority of employees sign
a card declaring their desire for

representation.
Lewis said that while he is op-

posed to the legislation, he does not
think that it would havemuch effect
on the University given BC's wage

and employee benefit plans. "We
try to make sure that not only our
pay, but also our benefits are very
competitive, in relation to other
institutions," Lewis said. "Incorporating the Jesuit traditions into
our employment policies, we try to
make BC a good place to work and
we try to treat people friendly."
Approximately 300 of the University's 3,500 employees are represented by the Service Employees
International Union (SEIU) 615
chapter of New England. Members
of the BC Police Department also
hold union representation through
the New England CoalitionofPublic Safety (NECOPS). Non-unionized services on campus include

the BC Dining Services and clerical
services.
Lewis said that while these services do not hold union representation, the University has established
a dining service council and staff
advisory senate that addresses
any grievances between University
employees and the administration.
"We would always treat a nonunionized member ofthe University
just as we would a unionized member," Lewis said.
Employees at BC currently
enjoy an array of benefits that,
Lewis said, rival those of many
other institutions. In addition to
dental and health insurance, the
University offers life and disability
insurance, retirement contributions, and tuition remission for
the children of employees who have
been employed for five years or
more. "We offer the same benefits
to the service workers as we do to
the highest paid professors," Lewis
said. "We like to think of ourselves
?

as the employer of choice."
In light of the current economic
state, some at BC have expressed
concern over the future of these
benefits as the University tightens
its belt to account for falling revenues. Lewis said that while the
University will use employee pay
and benefit cuts as a "last resort,"
the avoidance of lay-offs will be
the highest priority. "We're all in

this situation together," Lewis said.
"We may have to make some cuts
to benefits, but what is most important to BC is that no BC employees
lost their jobs."
Patricia De Leeuw, vice provost forfaculties said that, at this
point, the University's position on
future budget issues has been an
open one, leading to increased
communication between the
faculty and administration. "All
the recent conversation among
faculty and administrators that
I have heard about Boston College's situation in these difficult

financial times has been remarkably cordial and supportive,"
DeLeeuw said. Leahy's communication with the University
community to this point, and his
planned communication after
the March 6, 2009 meeting of
the Board of Trustees, where the
2009-2010 University budget will
be approved, have been reassuring." DeLeeuw said that many
members of the faculty recognize
the need to do what is necessary
to sustain the University through
troubled economic times.
"Meeting [the University's]
goals in the current financial
climate will require shared commitment from the entire University community, and faculty, and
administrators know that some
sacrifice may be required from all
of us. You will often hear faculty
and administrators alike reflecting on how fortunate we are to be
at Boston College in these perilous financial times." \u25a0

Interest grows for minor
Environment, from Al
field with work in the classroom,
the faculty of the environmental
studies department aims to provide
students with the background to address issues such as global warming
and the problems posed by rapid
industrialization.
"Every discipline can contribute
to environmental sustainability,"
Strauss said. "The program provides
a way for students to wake up to
the opportunity [and] pathway to

exploration."
In his speech before Congress,
Obama noted that the. economic
recovery package will double the U.S.
supply ofrenewable energy over the
next three years, investing $15 billion
a year to develop alternative energy
technology such as wind and solar
power, advanced biofuels, clean coal,
and more efficient automobiles.
Alan Wolfe, director of the Boisi
Center for Religious and American
Public Life, said that energy and
education initiatives typically re-

ceive support from both sides ofthe
aisle, but that it remains to be seen
how Congress will react to Obama's
budget proposal. "Republicanswant
to give him more support, but if
politics become more important than
policy theywon't," Wolfe said, noting
that such was the case in the bailout
legislation. "In the budget bill, I hope

that policy will matter more."
Before being signed into law, the
economic stimulus legislation was
hotly debated in both the Senate
and House of Representatives before
barely passing through Congress.

However, while the bailout is designed to provide a jolt to struggling
job markets, the budget is more tied
to the everyday functions of the
government.
"Obama's got some new programs
and I'm sure they'll be reflected in the
budget as well," Wolfe said. "The budget bill has got to be very practical,
but at the same time it's an opportunity to get new things started."
Despite criticism from certain
members of Congress, recent polls

show that the American public
overwhelmingly supports Obama's
actions thus far. "So far the public
has been amazingly patient given
the seriousness of the crisis," Wolfe
said. "I think they're prepared to give
Obama two to three years. You're not
going to see any rush toward disap-

pointment."
In BC's environmental studies
department, Strauss said he hopes

that increased interest will drive the
University to expandthe program and
its faculty. He is excited to see new
programs such as the Undergraduate Government ofBoston College's
(UGBC) "BCisGreen Week" this past
week, as well as the appointment of
a director of sustainability at BC,

others.
"I certainly believe we can double
the size of the program within the
next few years," Strauss said. "We
hope that we can partner these
programs so that students have as
among

many opportunities as possible... to
participate in some aspect of envi-

ronmental education." \u25a0

The School draws students both from undergraduate institutions and those looking for a new career path in ministry.

School draws from all ages
Ministry, from Al
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job market," Groome said. "They
make great ministers; they have
a lot of wisdom for ministry."
"There is definitely a group of
people who are either returning
to school or choosing to make
some changes in their life,"
Porter said. "There are some
people who are thinking this is
just the right time." He said that
there seems to be a larger trend
at theology schools across the
nation and thatHarvard Divinity School has experiencedan 11
percent rise in applications.
"Admissions people are usually quiet about their numbers
unless they're up 70 percent,"
he said.
If there is a trend, it seems
not to have affected all theology
programs equally. "Fordham
has a program like ours, but I
don't have the impression that
their numbers are up," Groome
said.
He said that some other
schools in the area that have
struggled in past years are now

experiencing better application numbers. "There are some
schools in the area that havehad
drastically dropping numbers in
the last year; they are now flat or

slightly increased," he said.
Porter said that this trend
may be due at least in part to
current economic troubles. The
last time there was a jump in
applications this large was after
Sept. 11, he said.
"I would anticipate that we
would experience some positive enrollment effect from an
economic downturn of this
size," Daniel Aleshire, executive director of theAssociation
of Theological Schools, told
reporters.
Porter said that the school
endeavors to teach both lay
and ordained members of the
church to better serve. "What
we're trying to do here is teach
people to be able to minister
alongside each other," he said.
"I think if you want to position
yourself as the preeminent
Catholic school in the country, you have to have a strong

theology department. If you
feel the like the University is
to serve the church, you would
train people to actually serve
the church."
Groome said that a prominent
school of theology is an important priority for the University
and part of the University's priorities in its Strategic Plan. "EV.
Leahy always puts it out there
as a central aspect," he said.
"Preparing people for ministries
in the church and in the world is
certainly part of this."
Groome said that all of the
students of the school need
not be interested in pursuing
ordained service in the church.
"They don't necessarily all have
to end up working for and with
the church," he said. "You don't
have to be a theology major."
At the same time, lay people
serve an important role in ministry, especially as the number
of ordained priests and nuns
continues to decline, Groome
said. "The number of men going
into the priesthood continues to
decline, I think." \u25a0

Housing process goes online
Housing, from Al
"That is definitely a possibility.
Just don't go in thinking 'I want Mod
27b.' As you go through the process,
have two or three rooms you want.
You're not necessarily going to get
that one room
you want to be as
prepared as possible," Prue said.
Prue said that students should
focus more on with whom they will
be living than where.
"Because we're not awarding
numbers, no one has claim to thatlast
spot. The new system doesn't provide
an advantage to anyone, it's just the
system that's there now," Prue said.
"We don't want people to define their
next year by where they're living. All
of our buildings are great and all the
RDs build individual communities in
their buildings."
Prue said that much ofthe motivation behind the design of the new
system was to reduce the stress generated by the room selection process.
"It was more trying to let students feel more comfortable and
less stressed out. It's more private,"
Prue said. "Students create anxiety
around room selection and we want
to relieve that."
...

Prue said thatroom selection has
been moved away from midterms,
after spring break, for that exact
purpose.

Also included in the new online
system is an improved roommate
questionnaire, now open to all students vying for on-campus housing.
The QSLC, a student advocacy group
that brings student concerns before
theaclministration and tries to foster
communication between students
and the University, was involved in
this change.
"It was basically one member of
the committee who had been pushing this strongly, who lived in a quad
freshman year, and felt that the four
girls couldn't have been more unalike
in terms oftheir personalities," Fulco
said. "She remembered the survey
being very short and simple and with
that in mind, we brain stormed ways
they could improve the survey so
they could better match students so
there would be less freshmen housing issues."
Aside from gender and their answers to several questions about room
preference, freshmen roommates are
matched by this survey alone. "No
other type of demographic data is

used," Prue said.
The additional questions now
factor in whether a student is a light
sleeper or a heavy sleeper, whether
they eat meals inside theroom or out,
and whether they prefer to study in a
quiet or loud room.
"It generates a better match
the new questions will really help out
with our matching system," Prue said.
"There was no good reason those
questions weren't there."
After answering the roommate
questionnaire, students can enter
the Roommate Finder system starting March 30, the date of the sixman drawing. The system will allow
students to create a screen name,
underwhich they can search for other
students looking for roommates;
the system will match the student
with potential matches based on the
answers he or she chose in theroom...

mate questionnaire.
React ions to the new system, Prue

said, have been positive. "So far, the
first e-mail went over very uneventfully. For them to not cause a lot of
alarm about this, when the room
selection process usually causes so
much anxiety, was very reassuring,"
he said. \u25a0
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Pro-Life club hosts lecture on contraceptive
Ministry, from Al
said she felt the timing of the
lecture was simply a well-timed
coincidence. "I think it's very
providential," Craycraft said.
"The subject of contraception
always shows up in editorials
and letters to the editor, and I
think this lecture will show how
contraception doesn't help and
that sexual health and birth
control are a problem."
Smith introduced the concept of present day America being a "culture of death," a term
first coined by Pope John Paul
II in reference to several modern
practices, including abortion.
"[John Paul ll] felt the people
had a disrespect of human life
and a disrespect of sexuality,
the source of human life," Smith
said. "If we kill each other as a
species [through abortion], why
not kill in a gang or a war?"
The lecture began with a history of contraception, beginning
with Margaret Sanger's conception of Planned Parenthood in
1921. Sanger's beliefs regarding
human life were akin.to Hitler's,
Smith said, except she felt Hitler took an approach considered
"too bombastic." Smith outlined
Sanger's controversial work in
the field of eugenics and charted
the issue of contraception issues
up to the legalization of abortion in 1973's Doe v. Bolton.
R-iedrich and Smith outlined
what they called 10 common

myths regarding contraception.
The first myth dismissed the
idea of contraception as a form
of safe sex, which Smith said
was disproved by the expansion
from two sexually transmitted
diseases (STDs) to 35 since the

sexual revolution of the '60s.
"You'd think
with protection
we'd decrease
the two, not get
33 more; that's
where people
wrong,"
Smith said.

are

The next
two

myths

dealt with
abortion and
its misunderstood con-

"The

use

endometrium during fertility.

The fourth myth introduced

Generation Life's choice ofbirth

control, natural family planning.
Based on an understanding of
women's fertility cycle, natural
family planning is based purely
on the science
of the body and
subject

of

contraception always
shows up in editorials

and letters to the
editor, and I think

this lecture will show
how contraception
doesn't help and that
sexual health and
birth control are a
problem"

requires no excess hormones.
"You can only
not have sex five
days a month;

other than those
days, you can do
it whenever you
want," Smith
said. "While the
Catholic Church,
may just con-

sider it another
form of birth
cepts. Contracontrol, it really
ception does
isn't. The ends
not reduce the
don't justify the
Abigail Craycraft,
need for abormeans."
President of the Pro-Life
tion, FViedrich
Myths five
Club and A&S 11
said, as the
and six took on
creation of the
a personal appill does not 100 percent preproach in comparison to the
vent pregnancy. "The pill creearlier scientific approaches as
ated unwanted pregnancy and Smith and FViedrich discussed
the need for abortion because marriage and women's health.
people did not expect to get According to a graph showing
pregnant," Friedrich said. the relationship between time
Furthermore, the use of the pill since the introduction of birth
itself causes a minor abortion, control and divorce rates, a diFriedrich said, because it derect correlation exists between
prives the endometrial layer of the two. "With the introduction
the cervix of nutrients, starvof birth control came the begining the egg when it reaches the ning ofaffairs and extramarital
?

ABBOT CHRISTOPHER JAMISON

DARREN RANCK

.

The lecturers spoke aboutsome of what they identified as the dangerousmyths about contraceptive use.
..

.

,

,

,

relationships," Friedrich said.
"Men no longer had to worry
about getting their mistresses
pregnant. Obviously, marriages
in the wake of these affairs
ended."
Another graph showed a
direct relationship between use
of the pill and breast cancer, a
possible side effect of the pill
among many, including gallbladder disease, dry eyes, and
stroke. "Women are pressured
by roommates and friends to

get on the pill, but they aren't
told this by doctors," Friedrich
said.
The final two myths discussed
contraception in light ofsociety.
Contraception is not goodfor the
environment, Smith said, a belief
he attributed to theidea that less
birth control results in less pollution. "In fact, it's been proven
that sex hormones are present in
drinking water," Smith said.
The final myth involved the
Catholic church's view of con-
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traception use, which R-iedrich
and Smith said is not in agreement with the values of Pope
Paul Vl's Humanae Vitae. As the
lecture demonstrated, sexual
intercourse should be saved for
marriage and without the use of
contraception, FViedrich said.
"When you're using contraception, you're saying 'I love you,
but I don't want a child with
you,'" Friedrich said. "Why put
that barrier between you and the
one you love?" \u25a0

Program connects students
By

Ana Lopez

to participate in it again and possibly

help other AHANA students to be

Asst. News Editor

oriented," Horton said.
Due to funding recently granted
However, the program was at a
by the Office of theDean ofStudent disadvantage as its grant had run
Development, the AHANA Conout, and many offices on campus
nections program will be given the
lacked the staff or resources to
chance to run for a second year in facilitate the program for the com2009.
ing year. "Students were prepared
The program, which strives to to not have the program again this
aid AHANAstudents in their tranyear, but some of them had heard
sition to the Boston College envia presentation I gave stating that
ronment, was devised just last year.
I was looking to get more involved
The year ofthe program's inception,
wjth campus initiatives," Horton
it was funded by a grant given to said. "Seven students created a
it by the Intersections program, proposal for a student-run AHANA
which brings faculty, students, and connection program to be run the
administrators together to discuss next year."
issues on campus. These issues are
The students who created the
then given grants to be resolved by proposal had felt that the program
Janet Bates, the associate director had been quite beneficial in shaping
of career counseling and education their freshmanexperience at BC and
in the career center, and Dan Bunch, wished for it to be continued to aid
the director ofLearning to Learn.
other future students. "We looked
AHANA Connections is a proto see what we could do with the
gram meant to introduce freshmen program this year through ODSD,"
AHANAstudents to resources availHorton said.
able to them on campus, as well as
Last week, the group held a dinhelp them in forging relationships ner to talk about the direction that
with faculty and administrators. As the program Was headed in the comthe program willbe student-run next ing years. "The dinnerwas to engage
year, it will also provideparticipants students with faculty," Horton said.
with peer mentors.
"Faculty and students were invited
"The point of the program was and some students from last year,
to address the needs of incoming
aswellasfreshmenfromthisvear.lt
AHANA freshmen to inform them was a nice, casual dinner very much
of events and resources available to focused upon engaging in causal
them on campus," said SheilahShaw conversations between students
Horton, associate vice president and and administrators about student
dean for student development.
issues."
The program was initially only
With the reinstatement of the
afforded a one-year grant, and at program next year, a few changes
the close of the year, many students will be made to its format. Not only
were interested in continuing the will the program be student run, but
program. "Several studentsthathad the resources will be presented to
beeninvolved in the program wanted the students in a themed manner.
(

;

-

Christopher Jamison, a Benedictine monkand Abbot of Worth Abbey in West Sussex, England, spoke Monday.

/

"The basic idea ofthe program is the
same," Horton said
Students are invited to apply to
be a part of the AHANA Connections program. Based on their applications, certain students are then
asked to participate in an interview
to make sure they will stick with the
program through its entirety. "The
interview is realtymore of an opportunity to talkwith students about the
program and'what they are getting
into," Horton said.
Horton said she felt the most
beneficial aspect ofthe program was
its ability tobring together students
and faculty and build awareness of
all theresources that BC has to offer
its undergraduate students. "The
program can train students how to
engage with faculty in small groups,"
she said. "It also demonstrates
student leadership for incoming
freshmen as they get exposed to
things like applying for grants and
fellowships by their upperclassmen

peers,"
Horton said thathaving students.
lead the program was valuable
because students were powerful
mentors. "'rbunger students not only
listen to them, they watch them, as
well," she said.
This year is serving as a.planning year for the program, which
will be fully established id the next
school year.
"The program this year consists
of laying the groundwork for the
program to run next and hopefully
in the years followings," Hortonsaid.
"There is hot guarantee that the
program will run in future years.
Right now it is a student initiative,
and we are going to let it happenand
support it." \u25a0

Panel addresses issues of race relations on campus
Julia Wilson
Heights Staff

By

When askedwhether Boston College offers a welcoming community
to students of color, a panel of BC
students answered with a resounding
"No." It was to discuss questions like
this thatstudents andfaculty gathered
Monday night in Merkert Hall for a
panel discussion hosted by FACES
entitled The Black Student Experience at BC." FACES is a student-run
organization at Boston College focused
on educating the BC community and
fostering dialogue about issues ofrace
and systems of power and privilege.
The "Real World: Boston College"
panel discussion was one of a series
ofevents hosted by the Black History
Month Committee and a FACES Hall
Talk. The Hall Talk program seeks,to
engage students on issues of race in
an informal setting, whether in a residencehall or an academic classroom,
by facilitating dialogue.
Kevin Harvey, co-president of
FACES and A&S '10, introduced
the panelists and asked a series of
questions before the panelistsfielded
questions from the audience. The
panelists answered questions based
on their own unique experiences at
BC and came from a diverse range
"

ofyears, schools, and backgrounds.
The panelists included Jasmin Walters, A&S '12, Warith Taha, A&S '09,
Pascale Pierre, A&S '09, Kadeem
Massiah, CSOM '12, Earl Edwards,
A&S '10, Amber Shackelford, CSOM
'11, and Malika Hodge, A&S '10. "It
is important to hear about the issues
from thestudent perspective," Harvey
said. "We often hear professors say
certain things when it really has to
come from students."
Other opportunities for communication on issues of race at BC are
offered through FACES. Dialogues
on Race (DOR) is a new program
through FACES run in partnership
with the Office ofResidential life, the
Office of AHANA Student Programs
(OASP), and the Office for Institutional Diversity (OLD). DORis anopportunity for upperclassmenstudents
to discuss their experiences with race
at BC through six weekly small-group
meetings. FACES has a similar program for first-year students: Facing
Forward. FACES' Web site describes
its mission as, "Through discussions,
social interactions, and academic
forums, FACES stimulates dialogue
and facilitates the elimination of
structured inequality, discrimination, and racial polarization. These
conversations and experiences will

challenge individuals to address their
own preconceivednotions, and those
within and beyond Boston College."
To the question of whether BC
offers a welcoming community to
students of color, the panelists said
no. "Coming into college, I was so
determined to not hang out with black
people," Walters said. "Back home I
have a diverse group offriends. I actually had an experience in a Modwhere
I got kicked out because I was black..
Ido have'a few Caucasian friends [at
BC], and I've spoken to them about
[the race issue], and it's funny how we
feel intimidated to reach out to them
because they feel the same way. It's
the same on both sides."
"My first week at BC, I felt the
divide,"Edwards said. "The first thing
my friends asked me was, *What sport
do you play?' 'What team are you
on?' People assumed I wasn't here for
my academic integrity. Right off the
bat, I'm coming off to them as being
someone less than."
Harvey presented the panelists
with the fact that about 26 percent of
the student population at BC identifies as AHANA. To the question of
whether the panelists feel supported
and represented at BC academically,
they said no.
"R>r example, I'm in CSOM, and

I know maybe two black females in
CSOM," Shackelford said. "Itreflects
the make-up of the real corporate
world where it's mostly white men."
"I camehere as atheater major, and
I decided to drop the major because I
didn't feel I was going to be able to act
to my full ability herebecause they just
stopped typecasting last year," Walters
said. "Iknow other theater majors that
are African-Americanwho are seniors
now and have never had a part on main
stage." The panelists also mentioned
the lack of black professors at BC
as negatively affecting the quality of
faculty mentorship for some students.
"Ifwe hadmore faculty who were black
helping us, itwouldbe more effective,"
Pierre said.
"I feel like there's a need for our
black men to start taking positions
of leadership. As a freshman, I'm
looking for anl older brother or a
community ofyoung men around me,
and I have none," Massiah said. "We
need more professors, faculty, and
staff that we can identify with. We
need somebody to help us, guide us,
and tell us what to do. We all need to
be strengthened together."
The panelists agreed that along
with open and honest dialogue, action
is also necessary in order to affect
change. "I feel like when you're talking

about the 'lack of it can go on and
on," Hodge said. "What are we going
to do from that point? We need .to
start making changes and stop sitting
outside of it all the time."
"The conversation is important,
but now it's time forsome action, too,"
Massiah said. "Barack Obama knew
that he had to be the change he wanted
to see. He wasn't sure people were
going to takehim seriously because of
the color ofhis skin, but he saw what
needed to be done,and he did it. Let's
not complain about theburden. Let's
say it's an opportunity for us to make
change and take action."
"I think some of the responsibility needs to be placed on BC as an
institution," Taha said.
"If we took the time to talk about

racial problems andracial tension and
put it in the classrooms then we could
actually make change very fast without putting somuch pressure on clubs
and student leaders on campus," Edwards said. "It's something that the
faculty members and administrators
should take part in more."
Gabriel Verdaguer, assistant director of the Office for First Year
Experience, said that of the 223
orientation leader applications for
this summer, only seven students
self-identified as African-American.
"I graduatedfrom BC, so I understand
things are complicatedin manyways,"
Verdaguer said. "But if that number
doesn't change in the next couple of
years while I'm here, I'm quitting because I'dconsider that a failure." \u25a0
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The outsider in a coterie of
collegiate civil society
THE ISSUE: BC does not have a vibrant civil society
WHAT WE THINK: Current students are called to cultivate this
Within every developed nation-state
there exists an ephemeralmedium in between the public life in governmentandthe
private life of family. It moderatesthe two
and mediatesbetween the dichotomy.The
more advanced the nation, the more developedthis idea. We are speakingabout
civil society. It is this cultural institution
that allows people to express themselves
in creativewaysunbounded by the specific
rules oflaw or the propriety of home life.
Fraternalorganizations, glee clubs, chapters ofCivil War reenactors; all of these
things exist to satisfy the thoughts and
expressionsofindividuals. Civil society is
thebulwark of any national culture.
At university, there exists this same
idea. The intelligent from myriad backgrounds and experiences congregate
at one sacred location in the pursuit of
knowledge for its own sake. They join
together in fraternity, pledging allegiances
to one another in the highest and, as Aristotle would opine, most excellent form
of friendship in which one wishes thebest
for the Other thefriendship of spirit and
intellect.Outof this commitmentto education and common camaraderiecome the
two pillars of the nation indicatedabove:
thepublic life ofacademiaandthe private
life ofclose friendships. At the university,
therefore, the common tissue of culture
naturally develops.
This is the collegiate civil society, and
just as within nations, the most developed
academies have the most well developed
civil societies. To clarify, the collegiate
civil society is represented by the preponderanceof tradition, thesacredness of
campus lore, and the creation of student
groups and interests that exist between
chums and are independent of the university. Reading clubs, secret societies,
humormagazines, drinkingorganizations,
and the developmentofintellectualpranks
are all examples of mature collegiate civil
societies. The older these groups and the
more tradition,the more prestige is generally assigned to the university.
This type ofculture so readily develops
at the university as a product of the exuberance of youth, the encouragement of
friends, and the willingness to creatively
express the intellect in a setting that will
not be encumberedby the classroomand
lettergrades. Collegiatecivil society manifests itself in a type of lively irreverence
that is always respectful of tradition and
the wellbeing ofothers.Itis never destruction; always creation. It is never expressly
encouraged by university administrators,
but it is accepted. This is part of the collegiate civil society's charm.
EdmundBurke felt distaste towardthe
FrenchRevolutionbecause he saw cultural
institutions created out of the wisdom of
the ages as being the primary means by
which individualsappropriatethemselves.
It is no surprise, then, that the most robust collegiate civil societies exist at the
oldest and most intellectuallydeveloped
American universities. Students at the
College of William and Mary challenge
themselves to accomplish a triathlon,
or a set of three activities that everyone
must accomplishbefore graduation. The
University of Virginia has a storiedhistory
of secret societies that serve a multitude
of purposes reaching back to its founding. Brown University ascribes yearly
accolades to the fictitious professor of
psychoceramics, Josiah S. Carberry. Our
neighbor in Cambridge, Harvard University, has the oldesthumor magazine in the
nation that enjoys a legendaryrivalry with
the independent student newspaper on
campus. Additionally, the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology has a culture in
which intellectual pranks, or hacks, are
one of the most prestigious activities at
-

READERS NOTE:
The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor
not exceeding 200 words and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for its
op/ed pages.
The Heights reserves the right to edit for
clarity, brevity, accuracy, and to prevent libel.
The Heights also reserves the right to write
headlines and choose illustrations to accom-

the school.
Boston College regularly counts itself in
the company of these institutions.Ours is
an old academy,continually getting older,
with very high academic standards. Why,
then, is the school so seemingly sterile
when one looks for a developedcollegiate
civil society on campus? Where are our
underground organizations, our intelligent
pranks, our triathlon of challenges? They
are nowhere to be found; an anomalywhen
one considers the heritage of thisschool.
There are severalfactors that seem to
contribute to this barrenness. The first
is this: BC was historically a regional
commuter school until about 30 years
ago. Students came to class on campus
and then left at the end of the day. This
certainly does not allow for the same
rich traditions and lore to flourish as at
schools at which students have resided
for centuries. The second: the strictness
of the current University administration.
There was a time when some of theactivities describedabove didexist on campus.
BC legend tells of a "tower club" whose
members sought to enter all of the major
towers on campus and survey the beauty of
the campus architecture.At onepoint, the
boilertunnelsbetweenGasson(once Recitation Hall) tower and Devlin Hall were
accessible to the crafty students (before
they were forever locked) who wished to
use themfor his own design. Nexttime you
are in Gasson, look at the gilding around
therotunda. It looks gold, but it is actually silver. The metalhas been tainted by
the nicotine ofold heightsmen who would
clandestinely smoke there.Consider these
activities (and many others) now, and
a student would probably be facing the
camera at the BCPD headquarters for a
mug shot. Administratorsmust recognize
that it is imperative that a collegiate
civil society be allowed to develop on a
university campus. We are not suggesting that students who break these small
rules go unpunished if caught; we are not
encouraging students to destroy school
property. We are simply calling attention
to the tradition of youthful mischief that
has always existed at colleges and the
contemporary BC axlministrators' aversions to it. Finally: the traditions, myths,
and lorethat we dohave are not spreadby
either administratorsor current students.
Rubbing the toe of St. Michael in Gasson
will bring academic success. Stepping on
the BC crest in Fulton(the oldest crest on
campus) or in the Yawkey Athletic Center
brings terrible luck. These things should
be embraced as manifestations of our
maturity as a university; instead, they are
relegated to "history of Boston College"
books that can only be found in musty
corners of the library.
In some ways, it is very unfortunate
that our forefathers at BC have not left
the current generation ofstudents a more
accessible and defined collegiate civil
society. However, we cannot letthis deter
us from starting these traditions at this
moment, while we have the opportunity.
College is a unique time in the life of an
adolescent when these spontaneous and
creative outcroppings are expected and
encouraged. Letting our years on the
Heights sprint past without engaging in
them or creating themis an ultimate waste
of an opportunity for personal growth
and critical self-appropriation. That is
why The Heights, here and now, offers a
clarion call to the current student body.
Immerse yourself in the lore ofthis school
by reading books or taking the history of
BC class. Be open to the development of
an accepted and palpable collegiate civil
society. For suggestions on whereto begin,
The Heights has compiled a list and we
welcome your inquiries.

submitted to the newspaper.
Submissions must be signed and should include theauthor's connection to Boston College,
address, and phone number. Letters and columns
can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com,
by e-mail to editor@bcheights.com, in person,
or by mail to Editor, The Heights, 113 McElroy
Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
President-elect and vice president-elect address campus
fice does not begin until April 30,
the transition process has already

After two weeks of campaigning, knocking on doors, talking to
students, standing in the quad and
debating, the final vote is in and 44
percent ofthe student body chose to
voice their vote in this year's UGBC

begun. Currently, we are mapping
out a schedule for the rest of the
semester and developing the UGBC
application and selection process.
In addition, we are meeting with administrators and students to begin
working on the initiatives that we
laid out in our platform. We realize
that time is of the essence, and that
we must take advantage of each and

elections.
We applaud the voter turnout
and urge students to continue to
voice their opinions and concerns.
It is now on us to make sure they are
heard and acted upon. We would like
to thank all teams in the election
for working diligently and feverishly
to encourage students to vote and
become aware of the issues. Their
enthusiasm and dedication was very
visible and challenged all teams
to be the best they could be. We
hope that all individuals involved in
the process maintain their level of
enthusiasm to challenge us to do the
best job that we can.
While our official term of of-

every day.

As promised, we began working at 9 a.m. the Saturday after the
election and we will continue to do
so until our term ofoffice ends. To
keep you informed of our progress,
we have decided to create a blog
on UGBC.org. This section will be
consistently updated so we can allow
students to get a greater understanding of what's going on. Please
take some time to look at the Web

suggestions or comments.
As we stated in our campaign,
we are running on a call to commitment a commitment to UGBC,
-

the students, and to making Boston
College a better place. We believe
that this commitment starts first
with us as student leaders, but we
know that we cannot do this alone.
We are calling on all students
to join us in our commitment to
making UGBC an organization for
the students and by the students.
Together, we believe we can take BC
to new heights.
AlDea
UGBC president-elect
6 CSOM '10
Alex Hiks
UGBC vice president-elect
6 A&S '10

Students must engage in dialogue before denouncing
Leon Ratz, a student who did not bother to attend
last week's talk by Anarchists Against the Wall, nevertheless writes to denounce the sociology department's
sponsorship of Israeli students of conscience who visit
our campus. In so doing, Mr. Ratz establishes what a
good student he is: imitating the professor with whom he
studies who, last year, signed a letter criticizing another
speaker (Norman Finkelstein), also without bothering to
hear that presentation.
I am a member of the department of sociology
and, although neither its chair nor a spokesperson,
I think that we are doing exactly what we should be
doing. We demand that students reach evidencebased conclusions. We support them when they seek
out such information, including points of view that
are rarely expressed on campus. We support them in

interrogating claims to power for example, on what
basis does Leon Ratz claim the right to decide Israeli
dissidents don't speak for Israel? And, most importantly, we support students who think in context
who examine the Israeli-Palestinian (or any other)
conflict from the points of view of all stakeholders,
assuming that the actions of each becomes the environment of the other.
In so doing, we are acting as sociologists, as educators, and as a department which takes great pride in
seeing its students reason from evidence. In the interest
of all three, I urge Mr. Ratz to actually read or listen to
material before he denounces it.
-

-

Eve Spangler
Associate Professor ofSociology

Catholic position often misrepresented in The Heights
In light ofrecent opinions pieces in The Heights (Brendan Benedict, "Contraception for BC Campus," Feb. 12 and
Kevin Byan, "Using Reason to Determine the Mean," Feb.
19, and other various Op/Ed submissions), students and
faculty should be made well aware that such works do not
accurately reflect the Church's stance on contraception.
Neither Benedict's poor, polemic scriptural exegesis
nor Ryan's sharp divide between faith and reason is indicative of authentic Catholicism. I am sympathetic with
those who struggle with the Church's ideas on contraception. However, despite its controversial teachings, efforts
should be made to represent both sides of the argument
fairly. In challenging and asking questions, we must

refrain from undermining or disregarding the Catholic
position, which finds its roots in a rich philosophy ofthe
human person and a 2,000-year effortto make God active
in our lives.
As an editor myself, I demand that my staff thoroughly

research and honestly communicate that which they write
about. It is my hope that future opinions writers for The
Heights wouldbe held accountable to both reasonable
standards of journalism and the intellectual honesty which
university life demands.
Max Bindernagel
Catholic Issues Editor, The Observer l3A6S'll

Dearth of Williams coverage begets lack of student trust
The Boston Globe, The Boston
Herald and The New York Daily News
dedicated more coverage to the
Sean Williams incident before the
BC/Duke basketball game on Feb. 15
than the University's own newspaper
last Thursday. The Heights' lack of
coverage shows its inability to challenge both the University and athlet-

ics department over the matter, and
suggests that it is concert with the
University to remain silent in the
conversation of an incident occurring on our own campus.

It is obvious that either the
athletics department or BCPD
overstepped their boundaries in
their respective dealings with Wil-

liams; unfortunately more questions
remain than have been answered. If
The Heights does not seek answers
from a silent University, who should
the student body trust to find the
truth?
Joseph Burgess

AI3S '09

Discussion of the science behind the Plan B pill
I would like to clear up some
misleading information from the
Letter to the Editor by BC Students for Sexual Health. The letter
stated that "Plan Bis NOT the
abortion pill." However, there is
overwhelming evidence that one
way Plan B works is by preventing implantation of an embryo in a
woman's uterus.
After conception, which creates
a new individual with its own unique

genetic code, it takes five to seven
days for this new embryo to implant
in the uterine wall. By making it impossible for this embryo to implant,

Plan B blocks vital nutrients and
expels the child. The reason Plan
B proponents claim that the pill
doesn't end a pregnancy is because
they use the word "pregnancy" to
describe something that begins only
after implantation.
They define pregnancy as car-
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OPINIONS

Spring breakingfor others

Thumbs

Up

Kevin Swanson

"No Sleeves" The Keegan
boys of BC have already
become local YouTube
celebrities through their
work with the BXVIs, a
Catholic rap group that has
performed at BC Idol. Now
they have created a song and
music videopaying tribute
to this University's most
notable living legends: piano
man, gallon ofwater boy, and
no sleeves (also known as
Underarmourkid in certain
circles). The song is an R&B
love ballad devoted to the
trifecta and no sleeves in
-

Tuesday night, President Obama
told the American people, "The impact
of this recession is real, and it is everywhere." The speech, while inspiring
and reassuring, left me wondering what
will ease the pain between now and
the recovery? Aside from the uplifting
rhetoric, looking at the headlines on
any given day and the onslaught of bad
news is depressing. Monday: the Dow
sunk to a 12-year low. Tuesday: Federal Reserve Chairmen Ben Bernanke
warned that we may not see economic
recovery until 2010.
Here on the Heights, Boston College is feeling the recession with calls
for energy saving measures to reduce
the $26 million BC spends each year
on electricity and water. Now, with
spring break '09 just around the corner
and President Obama's rousing words
that, "Tonight, I want every American to know this: We will rebuild, we
will recover, and the United States
of America will emerge stronger than
before," I'm calling for BC students to
rally around the cause of a spring break
stimulus.
Here's my solution: BC students,
it is time to take the spring break trip
of a lifetime! Airfares and hotel rates
are at all time lows, doing their best to
attract customers. BC has a relatively
affluent student body, right? We need
to spend, spend, and spend! Rack up
some more credit card debt. You'll be
able to pay it off with the money you
save from your stimulus tax credit.
Go ahead take that trip to Miami. By
all means go to Cancun. Hit up Hollywood. Boston to LAX is only $119
one-way on Virgin America. Let's do as
George Bush taught, that in the wake
of Sept. 11, all we needed to do was,
"go shopping," in order to stimulate
the economyi Just look at the yearsof
prosperity and financial stability that
brought us.

particular. Expect to see

this in the running for a
Baldwin, especially with
gems like "You want the right
to bear arms; correction: the
right to those bare arms of
perfection."
"Nuns" Not to be outdone
by the Keegans, another
group ofshort-film makers
has been producing a series
of high quality and well
produced videos entitled
"Nuns." This crowd has been
dominating Faccbook for
weeks with continual group
invites and event invitations,
and their videos have been
seasoned with cameos
from Mark Herzlich and
Ft. Richard McGowan, S.J:
Expect these videos to be in
sharp competition with "No
Sleeves" for a student film
award.
-

Lenten Offerings Dining
services will face a challenge
over the next few weeks as
they attempt to provide
filling non-meat options to
hungry growing adolescent
Catholics every Friday.
Despite the difficulty, it is
important that dining halls
do their best to encourage
this tradition of Catholic
aesceticism.
-

Ice off the Plex Attention:
there has been an increased
number of miniature
avalanches occurring on the
Plex roof over the past two
weeks. Numerpus students
skulking by the fitness house
of worship have reported
being covered by falling
bundles ofprecipitation. TU/
TD blames the flourishing
group of alphorn players
and their early morning
serenades.
-

-

possibilities.

Matt Hamilton
On birthdays, it was customary for
Mrs. Garden to take a blank poster board
and in a red sharpie she would begin
with the birthday boy's or girl's name
-

Michael or Sarah andthen solicit
-

compliments. Funny! Creative! Athletic!
The kindergarten class showered the
celebrated one with adjectives: galore, ;'
along with phrases becoming of our
outlook and preferences: "never icky" or.
"his mom gives him Lunchables." Note:
Kindergarten was a pre-Gushers period,
and this latter phrase remains a compliment-able phrase.
Far and away the most revered of
descriptors, though, was the-wbrdthat
would send ripples through the class of
six-year-olds. It was the word which unified allkindergarten birthday celebrations. At first it was novel, but as the
year went on, we grew to anticipate it, to
expect it, with hope.
\u25a0
"Kind" was joyfully, triumphantly
said by the class, as if each student
knew he had a part to play in merely its
vocalization. Mrs. Carden would knowingly smile while the homely teacher's
aide teacher's aides always seemed
"homely" looked on.
Yes, the generation reared not on
clerical corporalpunishment but diluted
-

-

self-esteem psychology puts a premium
on kindness. But why not?
Yesterday, as I was about to board the
T, I realized I had just over a dollar on
my Charlie Card and two nickels in my
wallet. "Can I add valuefrom my debit' '
card?" I asked the T workerin typical
BC fashion. "Nah, don't worry about it.
Not enough value on the.Cha.-lee?" "Just
a buck." "Yeah, don't worry bout it."

'

BC's Question 2

Hall on the Healthy Living Floor, of all

places.
All of the bud was mine, so I took
responsibility for all of it. After being"
caught, I was interviewed by detectives
investigating the case. They told me
that I was being questioned, not arrested, and that the results of my interview
would determine what happened. I was
also, informed that if BCPD found sufficient evidence, they would charge me
for dealing, and it would be a court case
completely separatefrom the school;
but that if everything went alright then
their reports would be forwarded to Res

Life.

A few weeks later, I got an e-mail
from Brent Ericson, the very same Brent
Ericson from that old Heights article.
The e-mail instructed me to set up a
meeting with him regarding "the 'new'
charges stemming from your interviews
with BCPD." The e-mail mentioned,
and I quote, "drug possession with
intent." Intent to what? Intent to smoke
itl Jokes aside, I knew what they were
getting at. They were trying to get me
wijth selling weed. But wait just a second I thought I was told by the cops
that if they were going to get me for
dealing it would be a criminal charge?
-

Guess not.
I think BC realized that in a court of
law Iwould have gotten off, but in the
court ofBoston College, I was good as
dead. Is that really fair? I don't sell pot
to begin with, so I was infuriated that
this incident had been taken to that
extreme, but was I really about to be
kicked out of school for smoking pot?
That's ludicrous. How can the BCPD

(an actual police department, whether
you believe it or not) file a report saying
they found a drug dealer and not bring
up any charges against him? That's just

underhanded in my mind. Did theymiraculously forget about the report
after forwarding it to the ODSD? Maybe

AWKWARD MOOSE: QUITTING SMOKING

"How kind," I said to myself, Kind in-,

deed. No Zell Kravinsky, biit I'll take it. i
K ravinsky made headlineswhen he

they're the ones with short-term
ry problems
..,

V I'm,somewhat honored to' be<one of
the first people to push for this, as I'm
certainly using this as an opportunity
%o not only express my beliefs that '»:
marijuana should no I be illegal in the
first place, but to expose how the Uni?ersi|y really, works. It seems that once
the administration forms an opinion
of someone, they're either out to help
them or out to get them. It's extremely
biased. Take football players, for ex- /
ample. I happen to know a few who have
gotten written up more than five times.'
This will be my second. The administration likes the football players so they
get offeasy, and I'm the one getting the
short-end of the stick. That's absolutely
ridiculous. It's all favoritism, and it
makes me sick. Punishments are completely lip to the discretion of the dean,
and it appalls me.
I had another meeting with Brent
Ericson this past Thursday, and yes, I
did get kicked out of housing. But I feel
that I've said what needed to be said.
The school's policies are completely
out of touch with.the student body they
govern. I'm not calling for marijuana
to be legalized because I know that's
a long way from happening, but I'm at
least asking everyone who reads this to
leconsider their opinion on marijuana.
Think about how it actually affects
people. Think about drunk people,
compare them to high people. I really
don't have to spell it out here, but I'm
pretty sure we're all coming to the same
conclusion right about now. It's just not
as dangerous as we were told it is, and
that's a proven fact. My final request is
to those ofyou who are intelligent and
rational enough to realize this speak
out. Be heard.
-

Nicholas PaglUe is a freshman in the College of Arts d Sciences.
By

JEFF LING

walked into a hospital in a poorer section of Philadelphia and donated his
kidney to a middle-aged black woman;
statistically speaking, theleast likely to
receive a renal transplant.
Kravinsky waxes mathematicswhen
describing his ethical rubric: eachof
us is an infinity unto ourselves. When
someone else is in need and one has
what the other needs one makes a
risk calculation. IF the chances of dying from akidney transplant are one in
4,000, Kravinsky wonders if we care for
ourselves 4,000 times more than another
human in need.
Perhaps kindness doesn't demand -'.
halving our kidney stock but perhaps
it does? When doeskindness make a
t
demand? Or iskindness restricted to
those softer, more benign gifts the type
-

-

,

-

ofbenevolence that Adam Smithdeemed
as making life in the human society livable? Don't we have to grow in kindness?
Or is it best revealed in those moments
when it is least expected perhaps that
is what qualifies as kind?
I know many good people. But kind
people? No longer do. I bestow that
honor like in Mrs, Carden's class. Are we
-

,

Listen up everyone, I've got quite the
story to tell. Let me take you all back to
this past fall, When The Heights ran an
article about Question 2, the Massachusetts ballot initiative that decriminalized under an ounce of marijuana
irithe state. The article discussed the
school's current disciplinary matrix and
whether or not the potential new law
would affect Boston College's policies.
Associate Dean of thg ODSD Brent
Ericson was quoted as saying, "I think
the reason there has been no discussion is that no one thinks it will pass,
so there is no urgency." Well, it looks
like he was sadly mistaken. The people
of Massachusetts have spoken, and
they have demanded that the law look
more kindly on the, to quote my recent
police confiscation report, "green leafy
substance."
' How many of you remember that .
article? I thought it was great, and I
still have the picture of the American
flag marijuana leaf taped up on my
door. I was enthused that The Heights
was calling out the administration
and at the very least requesting that it
restructure their policies in congruence
with Massachusetts law. While we are
a private university and are in no way
required to do that, it is in the interest
offairness to the students that they at
least consider changing their sanctions
to follow suit with the law.
Now what if a BC student was found
with a. sizable quantity of pot but under
an ounce? I found myselfwondering
exactly how a case like that would pan
out. Well, I got to be the pioneer. Yes,
you read correctly. I got to find out exactly what would happen when BC policies clash with the law. About a month
ago, a few of my friends and I were
caught smoking marijuana in Ed mo nd's

T without paying. But my kindergarten-nurtured sensibilities gushed forth.

;

NICHOLAS PUGLISE

Thumbs
Down

The only thing better than
reading text on the Kindle
is actuallyreading a book.
Seriously. Are we becoming
so dependant on technology
that we are trying to forego
the printed word? The only
way the Kindle could jump
up to the Thumbs Up section
is if Amazon develops an
iTunes-like audiobook power
hour program. Consider the

Kinder-kindness

-

The pioneer of

-

eyes against backlighting.

Wrong! For those
BC students who will
not be going on service-oriented spring
break trips such as
the Appalachia Volunteers, the rest of
us must embark on
a different type of
journey one that
bears witness to
rising inequality in
America. In the rust
belt of Ohio, Indiana, and the Braddock, Pennsylvania's
of America, we must
join in solidarity
with those whose
factory doors have
closed, and with the
jobless.
We must go to
the forgotten corners of America,
the places in our
country's heartland
that once thrived
and are now drying
up. Because if we are
Michelle Obama and Ty'Sheoma Bethea embraceat President's address
to truly recover from
this recession,
we must bring up everyone we have left
and they have to stop teaching six
behind these past eight years. Obama
times a day because the train barrels
knows this and stated, "So tonight
by their classroom."
I ask every American to commit to
lb recover from this recession, we
at least one year or more of higher
will have to invest in our future. It will
education or career training. This can
take time and patience in the areas of
be a community college or a four-year
healthcare, clean energy, and education.
school, vocational training, or an apIt will require our steadfast dedication
prenticeship. But whatever the training and attention. There must be a commay be, every American will need to
mitment of solidarity among Americans
get more than a high school diploma."
that we will not stop until everyone
His call strikes at the very core of
has a fighting chance at capturing the
the University's Catholic and Jesuit
American Dream. Use this spring break
traditions that we provide a preferenas an opportunity to witness the places
tial option for thepoor and the least
where our fellow Americans need us
fortunate among us.
most,because in the words of Obama,
As BC students and future leaders,
"What is required now is for this counwe must understand the plight of the
try to pull together, confront boldly the
people around us. Personally, my first
challenges we face, and take responsibilstop would be Dillon, South Carolina
ity for our future once more."
where in the words of Obama, "I think
about Ty'Sheoma Bethea, the young
girl from that school I visited in Dillon, Kevin Swanson is a Heights staff coliimSouth Carolina, a place where the ceilnist. He welcomescomments at kswanson@bcheights.£om:
ings leak, the paint peels off the walls,

It is riot the first time I'veridden the

Rakini Sanders In the
Eagles' big win over the
Seminoles oiphiesday night,
Sanders put on a show before
the home crowdi After an
open court steal, Rakim :
took it coast to coast and
finished with a huge windmill
dunk, and in the second half,
Sanders went baseline for a
classic reverse lay-up. Rakim
"Above the Rim" Sanders is
just silly.

The Kindle The Kindle
is an e-book reading device
developedby Amazon. It
allows people to purchase
cheap books online,
virtually turn pages, and
read moderately sized
print without straining

Our

all so transparent? Do we all distrust or
doubt the motives of others to the point.
of eliminating true kindness, simple
goodness? Am I ascribing "we" to this
problem when really it is "me"?
Perhaps that is the lesson. "Me"
instead of "we." The longer we wait for
others to do something good, the waiting
is transformed to bitterness or is stunted
altogether. The kindness impulse so
abundant in the six-year-old becomes
the critical distance ofthe 21-year-old.
As Lady Gaga sings taking a cuefrom Leann Womack "Just dance."
And be kind. Have'* nicfe break. '
-

-

Matt Hamilton is,a Heights staff columnist. He welcomes comments at mhamilton@bcheights.com.
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Venezuela extends Chavez term limits

In the

News
\u25a0

Politics
President Obama has

fulfilled a major campaign
promise to bring a dog to the
White House. The Obama
family has adopted a Portuguese water dog, the same
breed owned by Mass. Sen.
Ted Kennedy.
\u25a0

A 19-month withdrawal

plan for U.S. forces from Iraq
will be announced. Obama
initially promised a 16 month
withdrawal during the campaign, but a formal decision
was pending the review of top

military commanders.
\u25a0 President Obama nominated Gary Locke, the former
governor ofWashington, to be
commerce secretary. This is
his third nominee after Gov.
Bill Richardson and Sen. Judd
Gregg withdrew themselves
from contention.

Business
\u25a0 Federal

Reserve Chairmen
Ben Bemanke announced the
government's plan to "stress
test" banks worth $100 billion
or more to determine if they
could outlast an even worse
economic climate.
\u25a0 Northern Trust, a Chicago
bank that received $1.6 billion
in bailout funds, spent millions
of dollars last weekend on a
series of extravagant events
for its executives, including
Tiffany grab-bags and a Sheryl
Crow concert.
\u25a0 Citigroup, theworld's largest bank, is negotiating to increase the federal government's
stake in the corporation to

By Danny Martinez
Heights Staff

Venezuelan President Hugo
Chavez took a page from New York
City mayor Mike Bloomberg's playbook, extending the term limits of
his office to allow him to run for a
third term. While Bloomberg persuaded the New York City Council
to pass a bill to allow him for a third
term, Chavez won the right through
popular vote of the Venezuelan
electorate.
Over 17 months ago, the voters
of Venezuela said "no" to President
Hugo Chavez when they denied his
referendum amending presidential
term limits to the Constitution
On Feb. 15, the people of"Venezuela voted to extend the term limits
ofthe president to three terms. The
referendum, proposed by none other
than the president again, will mean
thathe can run for his third six-year
term when he is up forre-election iri
2012. After 94 percent of the results
were in, Chavez had a clear 54.4 to
45.6 percent advantage.
On a continent that is ail-too
familiar with military coups (Chavez
staged a failed one in 1992 and endured an attempted one in 2002),
the president said, "Victory, victory,
popular victory," describing not only
his personal victory but also one for
the Socialist cause. Fidel Castro,
leader of the Cuban Revolution and
former president of Cuba, sent his
regards to Chavez. He said it was "a
victory that by its size is impossible
to measure."
Although the referendum passed

Mugabe shares
power with foe
By Patricia Harris
Heights Staff

See Chavez, B4

nearly 40 percent.

Great Thinkers

?Science & Technology

Chomsky speaks against the doctrinal system
reason for thewin. Chomsky referenced Thomas Ferguson's "golden
rule," or investment theory of
politics. The fact that Obama won

\u25a0 The United States was
found to be the sixth most

innovative nation, out of 40,
according to a recent study by

Advertising Age's marketer of the
year for 2008, beating out Apple,
is evidence to the extent politicians are products to the American

the Information .Technology
and Innovation Foundation.
\u25a0 Researchers aWne University ofEdinburgh used a computer
model to determine that at least
361, and as many as 38,000,
intelligent civilizations have
developed in the Milky Way.

public.

Professor Noam Chomsky reads up on foreign policy in his office at MIT.

by the

Numbers

Kara Kaminski

and

Brendan Benedict

$634 billion
Amount of money
President Obama is setting
aside in the federal budget
to use for healthcare
reform later on.

9-0
Vote of the Supreme
Court in a case brought by
members ofthe Summum
faith against the town of
Pleasant Grove, Utah, for
not allowing a monument
to their faith in a public
park. The court found in
favor of the town.

16

Walking into the linguistics
department at MIT was certainly
a memorable experience for this
editorial duo. The first of our
interviews for the column "Great
Thinkers" was Noam Chomsky. We
waited outside his office with our
pens and notebooks, watching the
film crew exit before us. His desk
was stacked high and wide with
books on foreign policy. Our nerves

female minors.

"A few weeks ago, the President warned that our nation is
facing a crisis thathe said 'we
may not be able to reverse.' Our
troubles are real, to be sure.
But don't let anyone tell you
that we cannot recover or
that America's best days are
behind her," said Louisiana
Gov. Bobby Jindal in response
to the President's address.
-

concept he mentioned in his Boston
College lecture, the commoditization and branding of American
politicians. "Candidates are chosen
by funders," he said. He described
.how both Obama and McCain were
funded by the same big names; they
just supported Obama a bit more,
and this could be interpreted as the

system.

It is a daunting task, then, for
students wishing to stay informed
to try and grapple with a media that
is subject to an establishment bias.
Chomsky said thathe reads the
same news sources as most, including The New York Times, The Boston
Globe, and The Wall Street Journal.
But he has learned how to filter out
the fictionfrom the facts. "It takes
self-defense it can be done if you
read carefully, but you need to correct for the prism ofideology and
doctrine," he said. He also relies on
a variety of foreign sources. Chomsky mentioned a recent speech given
by President Obama on the IsraelPalestine conflict in which Obama,
while endorsing the League of Arab
Nations' two-state solution, keenly
omitted their statement that there
-

See Chomsky, B2

See Zimbabwe, B4

Anti-globalization movement gains momentum

-

QUOTABLES

were eased when the actual interview started. Chomsky sits back in
his chair with the demeanor of a
grandfather imparting his wisdom
onto his grandchildren.
Our first topic ofchoice was a

He went jnto greater detail on
how the people ofBolivia triumphed
in their recent election. "They
focused on crucial issues like nationalization and elected one from
their own ranks, a poor peasant,"
he said. The success ofBolivia's
democracy was the focus on the
issues rather than the candidate
and the organizational success of
the repressed, indigenous people, he
further explained.
Chomsky spoke with us on
what he refers to as the "doctrinal
system," the cooperation between
the government, media, and major
academia when communicating to
the masses. "It's nothing coercive,
it's not a conspiracy; it's natural for
the elite to cooperate and to share
the same goals and interests," he
said, in order to protect their own

have operated outside the doctrinal

The deteriorating state of affairs in Zimbabwe has called for
a drastic shift ofpersonnel in the
government. On Feb. 11, Morgan
Tsvangirai was sworn in as the
new prime minister by his former
political rival, President Robert
Mugabe. Tsvangirai is the leader
of the political party Movement
for Democratic Change (MDC)
and has long been a vocal critic
of those in power, the Zimbabwe
African National Union (ZANUPF).
This move is a direct outcome
of the turmoil in which Zimbabwe
is currently embroiled.. To begin
with, the nation is gripped by a
widespread epidemic of cholera.
According to the World Health
Organization (WHO), more than
83,000 cholera cases have been
reported in Zimbabwe. In addition, Zimbabwe's economy is in
dire straits. The Washington Post
reported that at 231 million percent, the nation has the world's
highest rate of inflation, and an
estimated 7 million people there
require food aid. These crippling
problems have driven Mugabe to
share some of his political power
with his former nemesis, in order
to solidify the shaky political
ground on which he stands. This
change has been widely considered to be the only conceivable
option for both the political parties, given these circumstances. "I
want to assure you that this is the
only workable arrangement, and I
can assure you that Iand my party
will give it our upmost,"Tsvangirai
said.
The compromise has been
formed as a way to eradicate the
political stalemate thathas characterized Zimbabwe for the past
year. Last March, during the first
round of presidential elections,
Tsvangirai received more votes
than Mugabe. As a result of a
surge in violence that killed more
than 70 of his supporters dead,
however, Tsvangirai announced
that he was withdrawing from the
race a mere five days before the
second round of elections on June
27. The controversy surrounding
the last election has severely polarized the country until now.
This event is even more remarkable considering the country's long and bloody history of
state-produced violence against
political opponents. Throughout
Tsvangirai's long career as the
leader of MDC, he had experienced this policy firsthand. Tsvangirai hasbeen beaten, charged with

International Insights

Age of two teenage girls in
Arizona, Jazmine Finley
and Tatiana Tye, charged
with child prostitution
pimping out five other

"I want every American to
know this: we will rebuild, we
will recover, and the United
States of America will emerge
stronger than before," said
President Barack Obama in his
address to Congress Tuesday.

power. He added that not every
member of those institutions is necessarily part of the doctrinal system.
He noted Charles Derber and Juliet
Schor, both professors in the Sociology department, as academics who

Kristin Anderson
The World Economic Forum
(WEF), a meeting of business and political leaders from
around the world, took place
earlier this month in Switzerland, inciting anti-globalization
protests. Despite the ban Switzerland placed on protesting
during the forum, many EurQpeans felt compelled to make their
opinions heard.
A number of anti-globalization protests have taken place
over the past decade during important economic and political
meetings but the recent protests
seem to have new meaning. In a

Feb. 4 New York Times video, the

executive editor of the International Herald Tribune explained
that these protests have been
set off by the economic crisis in
which people feel increasingly
unsure about the future and the
abilities of their government.
Earlier this year, protests helped
lead to the demise of Iceland's
government and only a few days
ago, the resignation of Latvia's
president. Even Britain was
not immune to the protests, as
workers recently rallied in opposition to the use of foreign labor.
It seems that these protests are
less of a debate about the pros
and eons of globalization and
more of a rebellion of angry
citizens in wake of the economic
crisis.
While anti-globalization
protests, including those that
took place in Switzerland, have
been mainly peaceful, they
have also attracted radicals

INSIDE MARKETPLACE

THIS ISSUE

j

and anarchists. Back in 1999,
over 100,000 people protested
the World Trade Organization (WTO) meeting in Seattle,
Wash. Many exercised their
democratic right and protested
peacefully, while a small group
destroyed newspaper stands and
shattered shop windows. Police
went into action by firing pepper
gas and plastic bullets into the
crowd. Hundreds of people were
arrested, and it was declared a
state of emergency with damages later estimated to be

around $12 million. It became
infamously known as the "Battle
of Seattle." This shows that a
peaceful protest may turn into
something quite different when
only a few people try to provoke
those in charge of maintaining
order.
Today, emerging market

See Globalization,B3

A Swiss man protested against the Swiss banks robbing the developing world.

On the flip side

Transition central
! This week on the flip side will explore both sides of the crucifix controB2 Tech journal
! versy plaguing BC
;

A satellite designed and
launched by NASA to measure carbon dioxide levels in
the atmosphere did not reach
orbit. The failed project cost
$278 million.
\u25a0

Zimbabwe
changes
direction

B3
B4

The
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Forecast

no Washingto

Introspection neededfor
American democracy
Chomsky, from Bl
would be a "peacefulresolution."
This significant use of words was
not found only in a South African
newspaper.
Chomsky highlighted other important issues for students. "It's easiest
to accept what everyone says to
take notes, regurgitate, and get an A,"
Chomsky said. To challenge the accuracy ofa professor's lessons comes
at a cost more work for less grades
but ultimately allows one to take on
the doctrinal system.
On activism, Chomsky believes
students face the same difficulties.
Aneasier life might be to "stay in ?
goose-step,"but to question and
challenge the status quo comes at
a price. "Fortunately,people do it,
and the world improves," he said.
"An African-Americanand a woman
running for president were inconceivable in the 19605, but that changed
because of[young people]; it set in
motion a civilized country. Because
people don't accept authority, you get
progress," he said.
We asked aboutwhether the U.S.
should be more or less engaged in
foreignpolicy in the setting of the
new administration.Chomsky's first -

Matt DeLuca

Marketplace Editor

Brendan Benedict

Asst. Marketplace Editor

News Editor

Assoc. News Editor

Yes. I look forward to not
paying more taxes and
pray I can afford healthcare
post college". GO OBAMA!

So far, the only spreading of wealth I've seen is
American tax dollars to
wastefulexecutives.

Yes, and not enough of it is
coming toward my pockets.

I think his precedent is in

Kara Kaminski
Is Obama making a new
precedent of spreading the

wealth?

Mike Caprio

-

health care more than anything. Spread the health.

-

\u25a0\u25a0

Are the billions spent on
Afghanistan worth the cost
not spent at home?

No. Not at all.

Should Roland Burris
resign from the Senate?

Blagojevich was impeached. Can we move
on?

With 40 millionAmericans
living in poverty, we need
more domestic approach.

a

Even if he resigns, I'm

Our continued funding of
the poppy trade should balance out any investments
we make.
SB EW* '
No. Just no. No.

I echo the questionposed

by

Time magazine in

resigned two weeks ago,
and he eventually will.

sure he'lletch it on his
monstrous mausoleum.

\u25a0

What do you think of
Bobby Jindal's response
to the President's address
to Congress?

Someone has to be the
critic. If there was never
disagreement, what kind of
world would we live in?

Jindal reminded me of a
Sea World tour guide in his
depictions of post-Katrina
Louisiana.

On

I thought his reasoned and
thoughtful commentary
added much to our political
discussion.

the

Poor guy. It's tough to
disagree with taxcuts and
economic prosperity for all.

Flip

Crosses do more harm than good

-

integrity.

Kara Kaminski is the Marketplace
editor for The Heights. He welcomes comments at
bcheights.com. '

kaminskikb®

Side

Crosses a reminder of Jesuit values

Benjamin Mayer
Fact: Boston College is a
private Jesuit institution and
undeniably has the right to put
crucifixes in the classrooms.
Despite this, the BC administration is sending a clear message to students and faculty
with their decision: We don't
care what you think. This con-:
tempt has been seen not only
in the way the administration
put up the crucifixes but also
the way they dealt with the
protest that has come from the
students and faculty.
To begin with, the crucifixes were put up to the
surprise ofeveryone. The plan
to implement this change was
not advertised by the administration. There was no forum to
discuss the issue. The crucifixes simply appeared when
we returned from break. As a
result of criticisms that many
raised, the administrationoffered the explanation that the
crucifixes were for aesthetic
purposes, According to the administration, they were an attempt to bring art into classrooms. After this rather hollow
explanationcame under fire,
the administrationessentially
retreated to the position: "We
own the school, and we can do
what we want with it."
These actions should seem
familiar..They follow the same
pattern of another unpopular administrative decision.
Think back to the beginning
of this year. We arrived back
from summer to find that the ,
administration had acted,
without consulting the student
body, to create a system that
greatly impacted our lives.
This action was the Matrix.
Although these two policies
stem from different issues,
they converge in terms of
administrative action. The
administrationhas the right to
put crucifixes in classrooms,
but their manner of doing so is
representative of their attitude
toward.the student body and
faculty members.
But, are crucifixes that big
of a deal? Can you really compare the Matrix to crucifixes
in classrooms? How much will
they affect my life while I am
at BC? The answer to these
questions is that they will not.
Many of them are hard to find,
and a person has to actively
look for them even to notice
their presence. Your professors
will be the same professors,
and your classes the same
classes. As it's been stated,
however, the crucifixes symbolize much more than their
physical presence. Although
they may occupy a small space
in the physical world, their
symbolic presence is immense.
Most importantly, they represent the beginnings of a trend
that, although it may not have
an effect on your life now, will
be of profound importance in
the future.
BC is trying to transform
itself into the premiere Jesuit university in the United

response was that the rhetoric of
the question was a product of the
doctrinal system. "The U.S. is always
engaged... the question is what is the
nature ofthe engagement," he said.
Richard Holbrooke, Obama's
special envoyto Afghanistan and
Pakistan, is trying to reach a military
solution in the region, according to
Chomsky. "Karzai wants a timetable
for withdrawal, but now he's vilified
in the press, condemned as corrupt,"
he said, further underscoring the
impact of the doctrinal system.
The students who flockedto
Chomsky's recent lecture at BC
should take his words with a grain of
salt. Students should be wary ofthe
power ofthe doctrinal system and
strive for independentthinking that
challenges the establishment
In order to reach the full potential ofAmerican democracy, one
should value ideas above money
and marketing. Chomsky calls us to
introspection whether we prioritize
our success above our own moral

members to feel comfortable in
their classrooms. After all, this
is their workplace and a large
number of them spend many more
yearsreporting to BC classrooms
than the typical undergraduate
student. However, it is impossible
to believe that any employee of
the University accepted work here
without knowledge of its strong
Jesuit heritage. Itis likely that
many accepted work here despite
its religious affiliation, but all are
very intelligent people and surely
understand the motives of a Jesuit
administration seeking to reestablish the Church on its premises.
University President Rev. William P. Leahy, S.J's message of
intent displayed on theUniversity's Web site describes an effort to
"integrate excellence and religious
commitment, to both inform and
form its students." Anyone arguing that Catholic imagery undermines the mission of the University of improving the quality and
reputation of its education fails to
recognize the equally important
second piece of thatmission to
integrate excellence and religious
commitment in ways that will
inform and form students, lb the
extent that the crosses on campus
encourage thought and debate on
the subject of God, it seems apparent that this symbol has been a
success on that front.
This is neither an extreme
nor unusual move for a Catholic
institution. The Boston Herald reports that Notre Dame,
Georgetown, Holy Cross, Salve
Regina, and Providence College
adorn all classrooms with either
crucifixes or simple crosses, and
many other Catholic institutions
display these in some classrooms
and not others. Many ofthese
traditions have existed since
these schools were founded.
Georgetown,having removed
some of the classroom displays,
reinstalled them 10 years ago
only after students themselves
rallied in support of theirreturn.
Given the obvious,explicit
religious motives of this University and the seemingly nearunanimous support for classroom
displays among administrators
and students attending BC and
other quality Catholic or Jesuit institutions, one must question the
motives of those few professors
who assert matter-of-factly that
overt Christianity will harm the
educational experiences of those
same students who appreciate
the crosses, or at worst, hold no
-

ANALOPEZ/ HEIGHTS EDITOR

When studentsreturned from winter break, crosses had been placed in almosteveryclassrom on campus withoutany prior communicationfrom the administration.
States. Crucifixes in classrooms are a small step toward
this goal of a more Jesuit
university. The danger of this
path lies in its potential to
lower BC's status in the academic community.

lb clarify, consider this
hypothetical situation: You
are a professor. You have just
been offered a position at a
university that is attempting to bring religion into the
classroom and one of equal
status that is not. Where
would you go? The overwhelming response would be the
latter university. By attempting to bring a more religious
perspective into the classroom
and coming into conflict with
professors who are opposed
to the idea, BC is diminishing its ability to gain a world
class faculty. This impact will
not be felt now but in a few
decades when all of us are in
the professional world.
Although it could be argued
that Georgetown disproves
this claim, consider that case.
Yes, Georgetown has crucifixes
in its classrooms, but can one
really consider their campus
culture Jesuit? If anything,
Georgetown raised its academic status by secularizing.
Although the ramifica-

tions of this path will be slow
felt, they will eventually have
a huge impact on BC alumni.
The most important question that you can ask is: What
will my degree be worth in 20
years? As a result of current
changes, will people in the
future consider my education
tainted by religious bias? Will
the educational identity ofBC
be seen as Catholic rather than
academic?
The administration has
every right to do what it is
doing. This cannot be argued.
But what can be argued is
the prudence of these actions. By heading down this
current path, the administration continues to alienate the
student body and faculty and
to endanger the reputation of
this University. This is not an
argument for increased secularization of BC. The premiere
status of this University was
forged by the Jesuit model of
education. That being said,
the administrationneeds to
realize that they cannot disregard the faculty and student
body if they wish to continue
to experience success.

Benjamin Mayer is a columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at mayerb@bcheights.com.

Brian Gwozdz
Upon returning from winter

break, you may have noticed
something new on campus: the
fake controversy invented by news
media about crosses in classrooms. According to Michael
Paulson at The Boston Globe,
"Suddenly, in all 151 classrooms,
there is a Catholic icon." However,
as any Boston College student or
decent journalist already understands, many, ifnot most, classrooms and academic buildings
on campus were already adorned
with Catholic imagery in most
cases, small crosses.
Recently, several professors
have expressed disapprovalof
the symbols. Lawrence Scott,
a professor in the chemistry
department, said that the placing
ofCatholic imagery "will almost
certainly reduce the ability ofBoston College 'to achieve the quality
and reputation we seek.'" This
particular prediction is surprising,
considering the established reputations of Georgetown and Notre
Dame despite their classroom
crosses and the reputation of our
own university despite the apparently offensive rash of crosses that
already plagued our classrooms
before this year.
Because much of the public
-

debate over the anything-but-new
crosses centers on the comments
of this small but vocal group
ofprofessors, the opinions of
students have been largely overlooked. In the Feb.l3 issue oh The
Heights, Michael Caprio, A&S '12,
wrote, "students at BC seemed to
be accepting of the new measure."
While several majorpublications omitted entirely the student
reaction, the Globe describedthe
student reaction as "generally
supportive." It also cited Elissa
Klein, Hillel campus representative, who noted that Jewish undergraduates in general expressed
ambivalence to the crosses or had
not even noticed any change.
This echoes the opinions
I have noticed of students on
campus. Even as an undergraduate writing a column on
this "controversy," Ihave yet to
encounter even one student who
holds a negative opinion of the
crosses in classrooms. There are
almost certainly some who hold
such opinions, or will develop
them simply to claim offense. One
would assume that most students
who elected to attend a Catholic
university would by now be, if
not grateful, at least tolerant of
Christian symbols. This does not
appear to be true of all members
of the faculty.
It is important for our faculty

opinion.

While an effort such as this,

may have ignited serious controversy at another school, BC

has experienced an impressively
small outcry. Rather, the controversy appears largely to have been
contrived by journalists desperate for a story and three or four
professors eager to give them one.
Fortunately, it has not been nearly
enough to shame the administration on its religious convictions. The effort to reclaim BC's
Catholicheritage is proving to be
a tremendous success.
Brian Gwozdz is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomes comments atgwozdzb@bcheights.com.
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Health

This Week in
Lectures

&

Science

Breakthrough in understanding the cold

Ethics and Sustainibility of the
Earth
Jesuit Institue of Boston College
Feb. 26 at 4:30 p.m. 6:30 p.m.
Devlin 008
The opening session of theInternational
Conference titled"Nature as Force."
. '\u25a0'?':
'-. \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0' \u25a0\u25a0
\u25a0
-

'?'"

\u25a0

?\u25a0

"As Though you were in Prison with

Them"( Hebrew 13:3)
William Reiser, SJ
Feb. 26 at 4:30 p.m. Devlin Hall 101
Rev. William Reiser, S. J., a professor of
religious studies, lectures on learning
about prayer by being with the poor
-

Israel After the Election
Boston College Centerfor Jewish-Christian
Learning
Feb. 26 at 4:30 p.m. Gasson 305
Professor Raymond Cohen, the Corcoran
Visiting Chair, tells about his visit home
to Israel for the elections there
-

Winston Forum

on Business

Ethics

Sharon Allen, Chairman of the Board,
Deliotte,LLP
March 11 at 4:30 p.m. Murray Function
Room, Yawkey Center
Sharon Allen leads a forum on ethics in
the business world
-

Science and theCatholic Intellectua
Traditions
Provosts Planning Committee on Catholi
Intellectual Traditions
March 11 at 4:30 p.m.
McGuinnl2l
Panel about the intersection of science
and religion
-

'

Visible Blackness? Bleached Bodies
and Conceptions ofBlackness in the
Age ofGlobalization
March 11 at 4:30 pm Devlin 101
-

Winnifred Brown Glaude, an assistant
professor at SUNY Stony Brook, delivers
a talk on the concept of blackness.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF UNCC.EDU, GENESIS.NET, ORIONSERVICE.BiZ, lEAUSA.ORG,

,

\u25a0

|
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Nicholas Hanovice
We acknowledge the com-

mon cold's success in its name:
it's common. It swarms over
us mainly in the autumn and
wintertime. We have all par-

takenin this misery. But what
isn't as common as the cold is
knowledge ofits effects. It does
not have anywhere near the
destructivepotential ofAIDS
or cancer, but its effects reach
farther than you might think.
Each year in the United States,
parents missed 126 million
workdays while earing for sick,
children. Taking into account the
150 million workdays missed by
employees when they themselves
are sick, this represents over $20
billionlost each year. Indirect
costs for healthcare and drugs
put the total over $60 billion.
Aside from raw economics, this virus can do more than
haunt you for a week or so.
Studies have recently shown
that children who are exposed
to a cold virus early in life are
more prone to developasthma
when older. Colds also allow
other diseasesto sneak up, such
as strep throat or bronchitis. In
patients with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD),
the common cold is deadly.
Colds have been around, at
the veryleast, for as long as humanity has. The only treatments
we've had against it are palliative. Until this month, we were
no closer to finding the cure than
we were centuries ago.
Findings published last
Thursday from the University of
Maryland and the University of
Wisconsin-Madison represent
a huge step in the right direction. Scientists at these institutions have finally sequenced the
genome of the rhinovirus, the

Sick kids keep parents home from work 126 million days a year along with 150million missedfor themsleves.
dastardly virus primarily responsible for the cold. At first glance,
this is hardly worth noting. After
all, their findings confirmed
something we've known for a
long time there are many types
of viruses responsible for the
cold, and each is highly mutable.
It makes sense, considering all
those times people recover from
a cold just to cbme down with
another one after it has made
the rounds of a dormitory.
But this is a step. Scientists
from this study have discovered
over 99 different strains comprising 15 different groups of
viruses causing the illness. Using
-

genetic mapping techniques,
they have created family trees
of the viruses, to develop ideas
on how each is related to others.
This map also allowed the scientists to visualize precisely how
easily the viruses mutate. For
example, from 12recombination
events, they found over 24 new
genomes, which that shows us
exactly how good these viruses

are at changing their appearances.
Although the sheer amount
of viruses found in the study
seems to stamp out any hope
of a "magic bullet" cure one

ofrhinoviruses. Development
ofretrovirals such as this will
benefit from the findings of the
University of Maryland/Wisconsin-Madison study. Investigators from the study were very
optimistic about the future,
sayingthey expected new,
antivirals to begin appearing as
early as two to five years in the
future.
So what can we expect
to happen right off the bat?
Nothing. We simply know more

-

vaccine curing every version it
does open up new possibilities
for individual antiviral drugs. If
scientists were able to develop
a drug targeting specific subsets
of rhinoviruses, then there may
be more than just palliative
drugs out there. Scientists and
doctors may be able to pinpoint
the exact strain a patient might
have. Instead of trying to contain
our colds with Nyquil or Dayquil,
we may be able to attack them at
their source.
Companies developing
such antivirals, such as Schering-Plough, stand to benefit
from this information. Schering-Plough completed a major
research study in humans this
year to develop a drug called
Pleconaril, which has proved
effective against certain strains
-

more

than we have ever known

before. And, in the field ofscience, knowledge truly is power.
Armed with the' sequence identities of the specific strains of
the common cold, we can finally
do more than justflail against,
it with Nyquil and Vitamin C. '
Now that we recognize it, we can

really begin to fight.
Nicholas Hanovice is a staff columnist for The Heights. He welcomes
comments at hanovicen@bcheigh.ts.
com.

Transition Central

The GOP's Moderate Comeback
JoshuaDarr
When Barack Obama ap-

'

pealed to "the power of our
democracy" in his election
night victory speech, he set the
stage for the next presidential
battle to begin. One of the
great strengths of American
democracy is that innovation
comes from the state governors
who can influence the direction

of federal policy and national
politics. The battle for the
future of the Republican Party
is not happening in Congress
where Republicans seem to
be capable only of screaming /
"No!" in unison but rather
at the state level, among GOP
governors.
There are genuine policy
disagreements between GOP
governors across the nation
around state aid in President
Obama's recently-passed
stimulus package. Moderate
governors, such as Charlie
Crist of Florida and Arnold
Schwartzenegger ofCalifornia, are lauding the plan and
publicly accepting the funds to
-

-

South Carolina's Mark.
Sanford andLouisiana's Bobby
Jindal are publicly insinuating that they may refuse the
stimulus money. Much like con-

gressionalRepublicans, they
insist that they are standing on
principle, even if that principle
is nothing more t;han "oppose
Obamain all ways at all costs."
The leading voice of this
opposition is Jindal. Much like
Obamafour years ago, it is impossible to find an article about
Jindal without the words "rising star" next to, his name. His
response to Obama's address
onTuesday echoed Jindal's
previous opposition to the
stimulus funds and their supposed budget-busting consequences., He is clearly positioning himself as the conservative
alternative to Obama. However,the reality of Jindal's opposition is not so crystal-clear
and principled. Louisiana was
offered $3.8 billion in stimulus
funds; Jindal is accepting $3.7
billion. It is hard to tell the
difference between "principled
opposition" or "take the money
and run."

States are struggling;

Obama's stimulus will help
states. So why would Jindal and

Sanford publicly refuse funds
that their constituents need,
even while privately accepting
them?
Jindal, Sanford, and Crist '
are all widely considered to be
presidential hopefuls and are
already positioning themselves
ideologically. Jindaland Sanford are hoping the stimulus
will fail so that they can point
to

their "principledopposition"

and win points with the conservative base. Crist, however,
has left himself more breathing
room; should the stimulus succeed, he is still well-positioned
to oppose Obama, and if it
fails, he can point to aspects
he might have done differently.
Crist is making the bet that a
moderate Republican will be
better positioned to challenge
a popular president.

As

one

Florida political strategist said,
"The extremists love purity.
And they love losing elections."
Another governor is taking a moderate stand from an
unlikely place: Utah. Governor
Jon Huntsman, Jr., has quietly agreed to accept stimulus
funds and taken steps recently
to prove his moderate credentials. Especially noteworthy

is Huntsman's stand on civil
unions for homosexual couples.
In a state where 70 percent of
people oppose these unions, he
recently came out in favor of
them.
Huntsman is also intellectually honest in his criticisms :
of the Bush administration's
narrow, partisan approach. He
doesn't hesitate to criticize
today's Republican Party. He
says, "Right now we are devoid
of ideas. We don't have the
big thing; we don't have the
-

organizing principle." Those
Republicans, clutching their
Reagan rosaries and doubling
down on outdated principles,
miss a crucial insight that

Huntsman seems to get. The
American people are hungry
for bipartisan cooperation,
and looking for some penitence
from the party that ran up the
national debt and started an
unnecessary war. Regardless
ofObama's performance, if
the Republican nominee shows
no remorse for the Bush years
and has no record other than
opposition to the president,
Obama should not face much
of a challenge when running for
reelection.
Huntsman and Crist are
attractive candidates because
they seem genuinely committed
to an ideological remaking of
their party. As governors who
faced real practical problems, v
they reduced budgets, shrunk
government, and burnished
their fiscal conservative credentials. Like the American
people, they seem eager to give
our new president a chance.
Should Obama's stimulus
fail, they will be in a much better position to oppose him in
the future. They can point to
not only his failures, but those
of their own party as well, and
plan a new way forward based
on their own experiences.
Jindal and Sanford may be left
in the dust as relics of the party
of "no," more concerned with
scoring political points than
doing the right thing for their
constituents.

Alien Spector of Pennsylvania and Olympia Snowe of Maine were the only Republican Senators to vote for the stimulus.

Joshua Dan is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at danj@bcheights.com.

The World Economic Forum sparks debateand protest in many countries,

International WEF
has mixed results
Globalization, from Bl
countries, many in Central and
Eastern Europe, have become
home to a host, of protests and
demonstrations. In the past
years, these countries relied on
money from international banks
to keep their economies going
and to fund projects. Now there
is a fraction ofthe lenders that
there used to be. Such countries
will undoubtedly struggle to pay
back the debt they took out as
the economy lags, but there is
very few other options. There
are a great deal ofpressure coming from citizens who want thennational banks to lend at home,
especially if they have absorbed
taxpayer money through the
bailout plan. It makes sense, for
example, that since Citigroup
got a hefty sum of taxpayer
money to keep itselfafloat they
should be expected to lend it
within the U.S. However, this
means that there is less international financing available for
foreign countries whose recovery
is undoubtedly linked to our
own. Economic protectionism
of this sort can ultimately stunt
growth for all nations.
Prime Minister Gordon
Brown of the United Kingdom
insisted at the Switzerland
meeting that a country retreating into financial protectionism
is very dangerous. He insisted
that major powers and global
financial institutions must work

together to maintain a. contin-\
ued flow of credit to developing
and smaller countries.
Whether people like it or
not, the economy has become
extremely globalized. It was ,
this globalization that caused
economic problems in certain
countries to spread quickly to all
corners of the world. However,
at this point trying to nationalize andretreat into protectionism is not the answer. Only by
working together, by cooperating with neighboring countries
and those far across the globe,
and by combining our collective
intelligence and experience can
the world get itself out of this
mess. Amidst all this trouble,
there is definitely reason to be
hopeful. At the WEF meeting
the leaders unveiled a social, .
network exclusively for prominent members of the economicand political community. The
network is called World Electronic Community (WELCOM)
and allows leaders to collaborate
on global issues at any time and
place without the need for a
formal meeting. It is thiskind of
innovation and cooperation that
will not just pull the world out of
crisis but will ultimately make it
stronger.

Kristin Anderson is a staff colum-

,

address theirbudget shortfalls.
By enthusiastically allowing the
president's plan to proceed as
intended, they are infuriating
national Republicans.

nist for The Heights. She welcomes
comments at andersonk@bcheights.
com.
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Bitter rival now Prime Minister

Revolutionary
Resident
Rob Dellinger, co-coordinator
of the Appalachia Volunteers
Rob Dellinger, CSOM '09, is a man of many skills.
A skier (our Resident Revolutionaries seem to love
this sport), Kilimanjaro-climbing, salmon-loving,
Kansas City native, Rob also lived in Europe and
Asia as a kid. His social awarenessat Boston College
has never hit a bump in theroad he's a four year
Appalachian and recently journeyed down to
Agua Prieta, Mexico for an Arrupe International
Immersiontrip. Among hismany careeraspirations,
perhaps the most important is his hope to live in
/
California.Good choice, Rob!
-

After years of campaigning, Morgan Tsvagirai finally has a powerful position in the Zimbabwe government.
am passionate about my cause because...
AppalachiaVolunteers., Appalachia is a year-long Appalachiais a great wayto learn. While it is satisfying to have a tangible product such as the finished
service and learning commitment thatculminates
break
to
one
sites.
trip
with a spring
of 37
This roof of a Habitathome or a cleaned up playground,
dievalue of an Appalachiatrip is in the relationships
year, 620 BC students are participating in Appalachia we are open to all students who complete you form with the community and with your group.
Relationships with the community are critical bethe fundraising requirements and attend meetings
with no application process. Participants work cause you areable to learn about howpeople think
and what they feel alongwith a range of structural
with local communities through Habitat for Huproblems that many peopleface. Relationshipswith
manity or community organizations.
other members of your trip are important because
/ have been involved in.
they are a supportgroup to continue dialogue about
freshman
since
the
of
these issues and turn that dialogue into action once
beginning
Appalachia
year starting with a trip to New Orleans six those on the trips return to BC One of the reasons
months after Hurrincane Katrina. As a result of, that I believe in the Appalachia program is that it
gives everyone the opportunity to participate since
the intensity of that trip and the relationships I
we don't have an application process. Thus, students
formed within the local community, I committed to becoming more involved in the program.. with less service experience have an opportunity to
Sophomore year, I led atrip to Concord, North
participate. All that we ask is for people to commit
Carolina. Junior year, in addition to leading a
to weekly meetings and fundraising.
trip to Barren Springs, Virginia, I was part of
the Finance Committeeresponsible for managIf I couldask BC students to do one thing what
ing our fundraisers to meet our over $300,000 would it be...
budget. This year, I am one of three co-head lb take advantage of your time here by doing somecoordinators responsible for leading the council
thing that you don't think you will have the opportunity
to do once you graduate (coming from a senior with
and am also co-leading a trip to- Lincolnville,
less than 100 days left) and that challenges you.
South Carolina.
/

-

..

.

Zimbabwe, from Bl
treason and almost thrown out a

10th story window by'people who
suspected him of being sent by
the government.
Tsvangirai may not have been
granted enough political power
to cause the immediate overhaul
he and thousands of his supporters desperately want. Gideon
Gono, the governor of Zimbabwe's Reserve, has retained his
position despite being harshly
criticized for his frequent practice of printing money. This has
driven up inflation and caused
the salaries of many public servants, such as teachers or nurses,
to be virtually worthless.
Tsvangirai originally pushed
for sole oversight overthe police
force, but he has recently agreed
to share control with Mugabe.
Mugabe still has absolute control over the rest of the security
forces, and maintains his executive power as president. His position in the government has not
been weakened extensively.

Tsvangirai's appointment of and other senior officials in his
party. The support of the United
Tendai Biti as finance minisStates and Europe is crucial
ter, however, is a testament to
his commitment to stirring up to the Zimbabwe government
governmental policies. Biti is a because of the financial aid that
controversialfigure in Zimbabwe. those nations can provide can
He has been a vocal critic of restore a stable economy to the
Mugabe's policies and treatment region. Last Friday, Tsvangirai
of dissenters. Until a few weeks said that Zimbabwe could reago, when a judge dismissed the quire in aid "maybe as high as
case, Biti was facing treason
$5 billion."
charges with the punishment
Only time will tell how effecof death. Now, he, is serving an tive this new coalition governinfluential role in a new coalition ment will be. Currently, both
government. So far, President Tsvangirai and Mugabe speak
Mugabe has sworn in 19 deputy positively about the futureKarre
ministers and five ministers of bipartisan initiatives. "For too
state to be a part of this new
long, Zimbabwe has endured viounity government, and more new lent political polarization. This
must end today," said Tsvangiappointees may follow.
Many in the international rai to his supporters. It seems,
community are not yet entirely though, that not many share
convinced of the Zimbabwe Tsvangirai's hopeful outlook.
government's sudden transforMany people remain skeptical
mation. Until the United States of this arrangement because of
and Europe sees more signs of Mugabe's history of clasping
firmly to power in the Zimbabwe
progress in the nation for example, the depoliticalization of government and view this shift
as nothing more than a Mugabe
certain social services they refuse to lift sanctions on Mugabe ploy. \u25a0
-

-

Tech Journal

The surge in "pre-paid" cell plans
Ecstatic Venezuelan citizens rally around theirbeloved president.

Chavez may
make it to third
Chavez, from Bl

guerillas that terrorized Columbia,

v

handily, there was considerable and
vocal opposition to thereferendum
among students and political activists who shared the same fearofthe
United States: thatChavez used this
as a platform to become "president
for life." One vocal activist, Leopoldo Lopez, said, "In 10 years, we

an ally of the United States.
Despite Chavez's poor view of
the United States, he seems to be
warming to the idea of dealing with
the new president Barack Obama.
In his victory speech at the presi-

Many hard hit Americans are consideringswitchingfrom post-paid to pre-paid cell phones to save on bills during our current economic crisis.

Joseph Jraitiny

With no economic relief in
sight, many are finding themselves dropping their post-paid
cell phone plans from their array
of monthly bills and picking up
cheaper, pre-paid phone plans.
Most companies have noticed
the trend and have begun to
expandtheir pre-paid offerings, while Verizon continues
to invest in its barely growing
customer constituency and
infrastructure.
The standard growth rate for
pre-paid subscribers, according
to The New York Times, is about
four percent. Last year, that
number more than tripled to a
staggering 13 percent. The Times
also reported that the people at
T-Mobile are signing up more
pre-paid customers than the
usual post-paid customer. That
is the first time a major wireless
network has done so in the United States. For T-Mobile, plans
exist for as little as $8 a month
but offer no extraperks; just 96
minutes, no data, no free nights

and weekends, and no texting.
That really is not much, but for
$8, it will get you talking.
Luckily, companies have
noticed the growing trend and
have started to unveil new (and
much more appealing) pre-paid
packages. Boost Mobile, for
instance, justrolled out its $50
a month unlimited plan. That
includes unlimited Web surfing,
text messages, voice minutes,
and all-you-can-have Nextelesque push-to-talk minutes.
What is more appealing than
that is its better-than-average
phonelineup. The Motorola
i9, for example,boasts a three
megapixel camera, GPS, keypad,
and a media player. T-Mobile
lets you use any phone they offer
for pre-paid plans, as long as
you have a pre-paid SIM card.
Following the success of Boost,
T-Mobile has begun to explore
its own $50 per month unlimited
package.
There is a catch, though;
pre-paid phones are not subsidized by the companies, so
they are generally sold at full
price, unless you find one on
eßay or Craigslist. The i 9 itself
costs $300, but Boost does offer
cheaper, less glamorous phones.
TVacFone, considered by many
the original pre-paid phone,

has a very bare phonelineup,
offering phones for as little as
$10. AT&T has about two dozen
phones availablebut, unfortunately, nothing too spectacular.
Speaking of "nothing
spectacular," Verizon's prepaid plans offer very little to
distinguish the company from
its rivals. The company charges
a "daily access" fee that varies
from 99 cents to $2.99. The
higher a customer pays for this
fee, the cheaper each minute is.
One major incentive, however, is
free calling within the network,
but that is nothing special and
somewhat dated. Every carrier,
at the moment, offers something
like that. Pre-paid customers
are not Verizon's biggest concern at the moment.
Verizon plans to begin offering 4G service to two major (yet
to be named) cities this year.
4G, sometimes referred to as
Beyond 3G, is reportedly over
25 times faster than current 3G
networks. Realistically, though,
you cannot expect the network
to move that fast with structural and signal interference in
4G areas, but you can expect a
significant decrease in Verizon towers as the 4G network
requires less infrastructure. The
company is trying to get a head

start on the next big thing in cell

networks, but does that really
make sense right now?
There is a reason why people
are dropping post-paid plans
and picking up pre-paid ones:
it is cheaper. Many consumers
cannot see themselves continuing to shell out an extra $40 to
$50 per month for all the phone
luxuries that they use but do not
need. They want to pay for what
they use, and they want to use
as little as possible. It costs $10
per month more for the iPhone
3G versus the original EDGE
iPhone because it costs more for
companies to run a 3G network.
No one knows how much it
will cost to run a 4G network,
but it will most likely be more
expensive. I am not suggesting
that Verizon stop investing in
new technologies, but it should
probably not try and roll out a
new, more expensive network in

the face of this economy. Also,

no one should simply drop their
phone plans and get pre-paid
ones. Let it be known that other
options are out there, on the
rise, and are becoming more
consumer friendly.

Joseph Jraitiny is a staffcolumnist
for The Heights. He welcomes comments atjraitinyj@bcheights.com.

have had 15 elections, 15, and this
has been, the most unequal, the
most abusive campaign of all."
Among the allegations ofunfair
campaigning were political ads for
Chavez on the state-run television
and large amounts of government
funding for thereferendum.
Anti-Chavez leaders, on the
other hand, expressed their faith
in the democratic process and accepted theresults. "We, the youth,
believe in democracy andbelieve in
the constitution and in any case will
recognize the results no matter what
they are," said David Smolansky
of the Catholic university Andres
Bello.
A career military officer, Chavez
ascended to thepresidency a decade
ago and quickly garnered a reputation as a Socialistreformer and the
harshest of critics of U. S. influence
and "American hegemony."
During the Bush Administration,
the United States and Venezuela
had no love lost for each other. The
United States was unhappy with the
state and health of the democratic
process in Venezuela, while Chavez,
among other things, said Bush was
"the devil" in his speech at the
United Nations in 2006. The White
House demanded that Chavez suppress the Communist drug-funded

-

dential palace in Caracas, Chavez
said he wanted "reconciliation"
with the onlyremaining superpower
and that Obama "doesn't have to
start resembling Bush."
Chavez also declared in his
speech that he intended to make
Venezuela amore Socialist country
and thathe neededanother decade
to do just that explicitly stating his
fervent will to be reelected in 2012.
The lifelineof all his programs is the
enormous wealth that Venezuela
has in oil profits profits that have
been sharply declining recently as
a result of the global recession and
falling demand. Over 90 percent of
Venezuela's exports are oil and it
supplements over halfof the federal
budget of the country.
Acknowledging this, Chavez
recently said the huge reduction in
oil prices has been difficult on Venezuelans and thathe has taken steps
to increase oil production.
At the moment, Chavez is confident that the results of the referendum are a forecast for his reelection campaign in 2012. His victory
signifies that many Venezuelans
are hopeful for the future of his
socialist experiment. Venezuelans
in particular will look to their government to stabilize their economy
now more than ever because of the
economic crisis that is sweeping the
globe. Chavezbelieveshe is the man
to accomplish this task. \u25a0
-

-
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Eagles prevail against FSU with best supporting cast
By Brad Zak
Heights Staff

It takes more than just star power to
succeed in college basketball. Just ask
last year's Eagles; they had the same
Tyrese Rice running the point, but the
group around him has was less than stellar, resulting in an idle March.The beauty
of Tuesday night's 72-67 win over No.
23 Florida State is that you really can't
point to one guy as the key to victory;
it was a complete group effort. It's this
supporting cast that has catapulted the
Eagles from thebasement ofthe ACC last
year into a probable NCAA tournament
appearance this season.
Early in the game, Rakim Sanders
helpedpace the Eagles as they struggled
to get going in a first halfmarred by turnovers and poor offensive decisions. Even
though Sanders' shot selection might not
have been perfect, he remained aggressive by attacking the basket and forcing
the issue. An involved Sanders usually
means a successful Eagle team because
the team is 13-3 whenhe puts up at least
10 shots.
Sanders' season has mirrored the
mercurial nature of the Eagles this year
through his flashes of brilliance and
subsequent disappearances in other
contests. In victories, Sanders is averaging 13.8 points per game, compared to
just 8.8 in Boston College's losses this
year. It was clear that after his emphatic,
exclamation-point windmill dunk, it was
going to be a solid night for Sanders, and
that usually means a BC victory.
Then in the second half, as the Eagles
made a push ahead of the Seminoles, another lesser-known contributor emerged.

Biko Paris has seen his minutes fluctuate overcompensate,leaving the Eagles with
throughout the season, as he seems to open shots from downtown.
Then there was the performance of
have fpund a niche as a secondary ball
handler against pressing teams.
the glue guy, Joe Trapani, whose ankles
There was no press offered up by appeared to be fine after the weekend trip
Florida State Tuesday night, but Paris to Miami. Trapani was suffering from a
was still able to make his presence felt. cut on the hand that never fully healed
He made two acrobatic shots in the first during the course of the game. Luckily,
half to pace his night as he filled in for a Trapani was able to stay focused and pace
struggling Rice. As the game progressed, the Eagles with 15 of his 19 points coming
Paris became more and more confident. in the second half.
Head coach Al Skinner was very
During crunch time, he remained on the
floor playing, allowing Rice to play off pleased with the play of his sophomore
forward. "On the penetration, they were
the ball.
"He's been great for us," Rice said of really collapsing and they left him alone,"
Paris. "I always tell him to be ready, you he said. "He was rolling up to open spots,
never know when you're number is going and when he gets his feet set, he is as
to be called. Today coach gave him the
good a shooter as anybody in this league.
opportunity and he took full advantage They made their defense to take away the
penetration and guys made some good
of it".
As Rice struggled to get his floatlooks to [Joe]."
Trapani has an uncanny ability to hit
ers to fall over the monstrous Seminole
frontline, Paris found success penetrating
shots from the outside and make big plays
in the paint, such as his crucial block
toward the basket.
One sequence seemed to sum up the of Douglas to clinch the victory for the
Eagles. Trapani is averaging 14 points
tenacity that Paris played with all night.
After converting ona tough and-one over per game in only his first ACC season and
Chris Singleton, he corralled his own has three 20-point, 10-rebound games
miss off the free throw and immediately this season.
Ultimately, it was Rice who hit the
drove to the basket for another layup in
game's signature shot, as he drained a
traffic.
The most critical aspect that Paris three to put the Eagles up four with less
helped provide for the Eagles in the secthan a minute to play.
ond half was expanding the passing lanes
Basketball is the most team-oriented
through his penetration. The most telling sport, and it is no wonder that the sucstatistic on his impact was that in the cess of this team has hinged completely
first half, the Eagles went one for 10 from on its ability to play as a cohesive unit.
behind the arc; in the second half, they Ifthe Eagles continue to have balanced
improved to six for 11. As Paris started scoring and get bench contributions from
beating his man off the dribble, FSU Paris, Reggie Jackson, and Courtney
guard Toney Douglas was forced to stick Dunn, then it could be a very interestto Rice and the Seminole defense had to
ing March. \u25a0

Although Tyrese Rice only scored 11 points, Rakim Sanders chipped in with 16 to help BC win

Sidney's career now just a memory
FVom Sidney, B8
hard sometimes. You lose some of the
spotlight you were supposed to have
because there's no foundation."
That summer foundation fostered
an environment that allowed the
Eagles to leap from worst to first in
the Big East. With thehelp of Sidney and Troy Bell
who would later
establish himself as the most prolific
scoring guard in BC history
they
won 24 games, they won the conference championship, and they lost just
four times: at St. John's, at Duke, at
Connecticut, and against Southern
California in the second round of the
NCAA tournament.
"We were all chasing the dream,
chasing something that we really felt
was attainable," Sidney says.
In 2000-2001, head coach Al Skinner coached one of those rare teams
for whom everything just clicked like
the '91 Blue Devils, the '03 Orangemen,
and the '04 Huskies. Of course, the
Eagles never won it all, but since then,
no other Eagles team has had as good
of an opportunity.
"[The older guys] really were our
backbone," Sidney says. "They wouldn't
let you quit, wouldn't let you give up on
them. I couldn't come in last in sprints
as a freshman; it was trouble. Practice
only lasts for two hours, but you live
with [the team] every day of the week.
They make you pay."
Since 2000-2001, no BC basketball
team has ever owned sole possession
of the conference title. No BC basketball team has ever swung a stunning
worst-to-first turnaround, and no BC
backcourt has ever electrified Conte
Forum crowds the way Bell and Sidney
used to, each and every game.
"The greatest thing about me and
Troy was that we were never jealous of
each other," Sidney says. "I didn't need
attention; it wasn't my job and never
was my job to be the star. But through
everything, I ended up in just as many
magazines. Troy Bell and Ryan Sidney
it caught the nation. It was a one-two
punch; he was always No. 1, and I was
always No. 2, but you better believe
that No. 2 was the one who would knock
you out."

stuff," Sidney says. "But it worked
out a different way. To this day, I tell
people all the time that if someone
is my age, from where I'm from, what
I've been through
compare me to
anyone else who fits that mold. Run
their numbers versus my numbers and
see what my bottom line looks like
versus theirs."
Sidney's bottom line features a fouryear professional basketball career
that spanned Turkey, Israel, Spain,
and Italy. It features trips across the
world the MiddleEast, Egypt, Dubai,
the Greek Isles and the founding of
Warrior Construction in Ann Arbor,
Mich. It features two children Tyler,
and one-year-old Taylor James a life
of financial security and, most impor-

-

-

The next year, the team got knocked
out. Bell and Sidney put up decent
numbers to no avail: After starting the
season 14-1, the Eagles went 8-10 down
the stretch before getting slaughtered
in the first round of the NCAA tournament by T.J. Ford and the Texas

Longhorns.
The media wanted someone to
blame, and many of them turned to
Sidney. They complained thathe didn't
live up to the hype that stalked him
throughout his freshman campaign;
they complained that the enigmatic
guard was too busy being charming
and colorful when his primary concern
should have been improving his hardwood stature. They questioned his work
ethic and his character, and some even
questioned his circle of friends
including freshman teammate Andrew
Bryant which seemed to be evolving
into a big bundle of bad news.
They all asked one thing: what happened to the Ryan Sidney we all used
-

-

Write for SPORTS.
Meetings are at 6 p.m. on
Monday in the Eagle's Nest.
E-mail sportsabcheights.com
with any questions or concerns.

-

-

-

-

tantly, happiness.

-

-

GET INTO THE BALLGAME.

"You always wish you could change
things, but the one thing I wouldn't
change is where I'm at now," Sidney
says. "I'm at peace and I'm getting
it. My laugh is different. My walk is
different; I walk more upright. I don't
wear sweatpants all the time; I just
wear khakis, mostly. Life has changed
a lot. I'm still an A, no matter what
happens."
And what about the bottom lines of
all those other people the people he
could have become?
"They're locked up," Sidney says.
"They're in jail, with no job, no house,
no company, no business, no credit
score that I have, no amount of cash on
hand that I have
He pauses. "How
many people, at 27, can say they're
working on their third passport, not
because they lost it, but because they
filled up all the pages?"
Sidney, against all odds, has discovered a simple but essential fact of life.
The truth is, sometimes life doesn't
work out quite the way you expected.
Sometimes, when you head off to a
Division I school on a basketball scholarship, you realize that you just don't
belong. Sometimes, you get caught up
with the wrong crowd ofpeople, you get
caught in the wrong place at the wrong
time, and you have a choice: You can
sacrifice who you are or you can move
on and continue to live with yourself,
flaws and all.
"My life off the court was my life
off the court," Sidney says. "It probably did affect some things I did on
the court, but at the same time, my
life off the court was me being who I
was. I couldn't change who I was to
fit a mold. I wasn't a cookie cutter; I
was never a cookie cutter. I was never
a pre-fit shape. You could take me out,
put the dough out and cook me on the
sheet, as long as you didn't change the
ingredients. But the second you did
everything would go wrong."
-

"

...
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Ryan Sidney tries to block a shot against Temple in his final game for Boston College.
to love?

"They can say whatever they want,"
Sidney says ofthe negative press. "It's
freedom of speech. I can't get mad at
you for freedom of speech. But I can
ask them, would you be willing to fight
me? My dad always told me that when
you can't agree on something, at that
point, you must fight. I don't condone
fighting, but I always say that if you're
tougher than me, prove it. Nobody's
ever been able to prove it. The proof
is in the pudding, and if you've ever
tasted the pudding, you know how
good it is."
During Sidney's third and final year
at least, not
for the better. Despite a 19-11 record
and a share of the Big East regular
season title, the NCAA tournament
selection committee refused to ignore
early-season losses to St. Joseph's and
Holy Cross. The Eagles missed the Big
Dance, and along the way, Sidney's
production dropped. Some blamed
the birth of Sidney's first son, Tyler
Alexander. Some cited rumors of drug
use. Others chalked it up to a short
fuse or a lack of focus.
Sidney has his own ideas about why
the critics bared their teeth.
"If you don't understand something
and can't control something, you have
to criticize it," Sidney says. "You can't
allow for something that doesn't fit the
norm without criticism; that's the way
at BC, nothing changed

people make things fit. People have
done it for years and centuries, and

they'll continue to do it."
This time, though, themedia wasn't
the only thing biting. The fans caught
on, too, and that sting was far worse.
"All those people wanting to be
negative were the same people who
asked for an autograph when I was winning Big East titles," Sidney says. "You
only remember the negative when you
forget the positive."
Could Sidney be faulted for performing especially well as a freshman,
on a team that simply got it? Probably
not. Could he be faulted for letting his
off-the-court antics get in the way of
the game he loved?

-

The honeymoon ended in the summer of 2003, and it all ended in Ru-

benstein.
"I was caught in a position I
shouldn't have been caught in," Sidney says. "I went to protect,someone I
shouldn't have. Maybe I should've let
[Bryant] get shot and killed inside a
dorm room."
But he didn't. Shortly after the incident that would eventually define his
legacy at the school he loved, Sidney
released a statement announcing that
he would not return to BC because of
personal reasons.

"I would have loved to stay at BC
and finish my career there - the whole
nine yards and all the happy-go-lucky

.

...

Ryan Sidney once told himself to simply
endure. "You can be another one of those
average Joes, like a lot of people are," he
said, "or you could be a superhero, like
myself. When you're a superhero, everyone
expects everything you do to be positive.
They treat you bad until they need you.
That was the thing that hurt a lot ofpeople:
They needed me and I wasn't there. I wasn't
therefor them the way they needed me to be
there for them.
"But like alt superheroes, you need some
tragedy to finally become a hero." m

BC wins
by five
FVom Basketball, B8
the Serainoles before the intermission.
The second half started similarly to
how it ended; Rice, who only played 12
minutes in the first half, hit a three for
his first points of the game. Douglas
answered with a three of his own just 20
seconds later, but that was the last lead
Florida State would have in the game.
Despite leading for most of the second
half, BC did not put away the game until
Rice's 3-pointer with 20 seconds left.
Every time the Eagles expanded the lead,
the Seminoles would come fighting back.
Sanders' free throw with 10 seconds left
was the first time the Eagles had led by
more than four in the last four and a half
minutes of play.
Florida State had 12 turnovers in
the first half alone, many of which were
traveling violations. Entering the game,
Douglas had been turnover-less for 123
minutes and 58 seconds, and he had only
turned the ball over two times in his 148
minutes ofplay over the last four games.
Tuesday night, Douglas committed four
turnovers, more than anyone else on FSU.
BC turned theball over eight times in the
first half, but only four in the second.
The anticipated Rice-Douglas matchup did not really begin until the second
half. Rice didn't score any points in his
12-minute first half, while Douglas only
hit two 3-pointers, missing four shots.
Scoring in general was slow to start. The
Eagles shot 34.4 percent in the first half
and improved to 45.5 percent in the second. The real difference was improving
from one of 10 to seven of 11 from beyond
the arc after halftime.
With the win, BC improves to 20-9
on the season and 8-6 in ACC play. The
Eagles have two games left, at NC State
and home against Georgia Tech to finish up the season. Although every game
means something, the team's sense of
urgency to legitimize the season is significantly less profound. \u25a0
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The Week Ahead
With March quickly approaching, the
basketballteams makea push forthe
Big Dance; the men visitNC State and
thewomentravelto Maryland. Hockey
needs some momentum and gets a
chance to build somevs. PC. Softball
stays in the South at Tennessee.

The Heights
Standings

Zach Wielgus

Heights staff

15-15

Paul Sulzer

Men's hockey continued its downward
spiral, losingapairtoUNH, while the
women earned a win and an OT loss
against Providence. Baseball swept
Stetson in Florida, and the men's
basketball team defended its home
court with a win overFlorida State.

Guest Editor:
Kara Kaminski
MarketplaceEditor
"Men are like steel. When they lose their
game, they losetheir worth."

This Week's Gaines
Men'sBasketball: Boston College vs. NC State

Women's Basketball: Boston College vs. Maryland
Softball: Boston College vs. Tennessee
Men's Hockey: Boston College vs. Providence (series)
Men'sBasketball: Marquette vs. Pittsburgh

BC notes

Recap from Last Week
24-6
24-6
22-8

David Amstutz

7

Football
On Monday, Boston College football coach Frank Spaziani
introduced the final member of his staff, special teams assistant coach Mike Dawson. Dawson has coached at the collegiate level for 11 seasons, including stops at the University
of Massachusetts Lowell, Maine, University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Pittsburgh, and New Hampshire. Most recently,
Dawson served as linebackers coach at Akron for the past three
seasons. He also brings six seasons of defensive coordinator
experience from his stint at UNH; during his final season at
the program, the Wildcats led Division 1-AA in takeaways.
Dawson joins Gary Tranquill, Dave Brock, and Sean Devine
as new hires Spaziani has made to his staff.

Volleyball
David Amstutz

Zach Wielgus
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Boston College outside hitter Jordan Meredith has been
named to the 2008 All-Atlantic Coast Conference Academic
Team. Meredith, who is a freshman enrolled in the Carroll
School of Management with a finance concentration, was
named to the team by Commissioner John D. Swafford; Athletes must maintain a 3.00 cumulative grade point average
to be eligible for consideration, including a 3.00 GPA for the
previous semester. Meredith finished second on the team with
274 kills and second among freshmen in the conference with
3.11 kills/set. She led the Eagles in kills in 17 ofthe 26 matches
in which she appeared this season.

Red Sox rally past Eagles in seven innings
By Meaghan Ellis
Heights Editor

Following a weekend sweep of Stetson,
Boston College got a taste of big league life
yesterday when it lost in seven innings to the
Boston Red Sox, 7-1, at Boston's spring training
camp in Fort Myers, Fla. Before the game, BC
players were invited to watch Red Sox batting
practice, take pictures and chat with superstars
like David Ortiz, J.D. Drew, Jason Varitek, and
Mike Lowell.
At 1:05, the first pitch was thrown by Boston's
Josh Beckett in front of 5,707 fans who cheered
for both Boston teams simultaneously at City
of Palms Park. The 2007 ALCS MVP threw two
perfect innings in his 2009 debut.
"It was nice to have the adrenaline. Even
though it was a college team, you still have that
adrenaline," Beckett said. Facing Beckett was
pitcher Geoff Oxley, followed in subsequent innings by multiple BC pitchers, including Matt
O'Brien, Dane Clemens, and Tim O'Keefe, who
collectively shut down the Red Sox for the first
four innings.
Harry Darling was the firstBC player toreach
base when he was walked by lefty Kris Johnson,
and Mike Augustine was the first Eagle to acquire a hit, putting runners on first and second.
MicFael Belfiore earned the first and only RBI
of the game for the Eagles when he singled down
the right foul line to right fielder J.D. Drew,
scoring Darling.
As the innings passed, the crowd began to
buzz with both concern and excitement that the
Red Sox might lose their first game of spring
training to BC, as the Eagles began to look like
a match for the 2007 World Champions.
The buzz died in the fifth inning, however,
when pitcher Kyle Prohovich gave up six runs to
the Sox. Jonathan Van Every and Nick Greenput
runners on first and second, and Angel Chavez
earned the Red Sox's first RBI with a double to
left center, followed by a Yamico Navarro double
down the left-hand side. Still in the fifth, the
Sox loaded the bases! and Chris Carter doubled
to the right, clearing the bases arid ending the
inning for the Red Sox with a 6-1 score. Junichi
Tazawa earnedthe win for the Red Sox with only
four pitches all strikes in the fifth.
At the end of seven and a half innings, the
scoreboard read 7-1 for the Sox. The Red Sox
currently hold a 19-0 record over the Eagles in
games dating back to 1916.
"I wasn't necessarily surprised by the way
the game went we didn't exactly expect to win
against the Red Sox, but I am very happy with
how our team played, pitched, swung the bat...
they played good defense, it was a good game,"
-

-

-

First baseman Michael Beltiore and the Eagles competed against the Boston Red Sox pn Wednesday. In thefourth inning, Beltiore gave BC a 1-0lead with a pinch-hit RBI single.
guys, it's always a great day."
said head coach Mik Aoki.
He also spoke of his admiration for Terry
. Despite the loss, however, Wednesday's experience will not soon be forgotten by the BC Francona, who he called "one ofthe best managplayers or coaches, for which Aoki praised the ers in the game, at this point."
"His team is so different [than BC], but right
Red Sox organization and players. "It's great;
Every year the Red Sox players, coaches, and now he is just focused on getting his players into
staff treat us great, and the players are really /shape and getting through a total 6f 190 games
over the season," Aoki said.
patient with the guys who are asking for autoLooking forward to BC's remaining games
graphs and pictures," he said. "They are really
generous with their time and patient with the over the next days in Florida, Aoki said that

although yesterday's game wasn't necessarily

relevant to the team's college schedule, it was

an enjoyable day for all the players and coaches.
"It was a great experience; I'm glad the relationship that BC has with the Red Sox is as good
as it is, and hopefully it is something that can
continue for generations of BC baseball players,"
Aoki said. "It was a really specialexperience for
our players to see what it takes to be in the big

leagues." \u25a0

Raji's stock soars as NFL Draft draws near
FVom Combine, B8
.almost any other prospect. They saw the difference
he made on every single snap as teams chose to
pass rather than risk running al; Raji. Highlights
like the one in which Raji abused Notre Dame
guard Eric Olsen and used him to tackle teammate
James Aldridge sent chills down the spines of every
GM in the NFL.
ESPN's Todd McShay voices the one concern
regarding Raji when he says, "There is reason to
believe that 334-pound B.J. Raji of Boston College
will continue the trend ofunderachieving defensive
tackles because his production doesn't mirror his
considerable abilities, and he is a bit inconsistent." Raji's ability and potential, however, are
undeniable.

Some projections have Raji being drafted as
earlyas pick No. 4, which belongs to the Seahawks.
It is safe to assume he'll drop a little, but don't
expectRaji to fall out of the top 15players selected
in the draft.
Raji's partner in the middle last year, Brace,
turned some heads when he benched 225 pounds
32 times, only one less than Raji. The fact thathe
was on the leaderboard among defensive lineman
caught the attention of several scouts. He may
have been hurt a little by all the attention Raji
received, but it looks like he's now making a name

BJ. Raji solidifiedhis status as a top 10 pick with an outstanding showing at the NFL Combine in Indianapolis.

for himself.
"Ron Brace, projects as a second-roundpick...
Brace isn't going to get to the quarterbackpr dis-

rupt running plays in the backfield on a consistent
basis," McShay said, "but he is a stout interior run
defender who can hold his ground and keep blockers off the linebackers who play behind him."
Brace is slightly smaller than Raji, weighing in
at 330 pounds, but his slow 40 time of 5.47 seconds
is a concern. It is certain that Brace has the size
and the strength to anchor a solid rush defense,
but the question remains whetherhe can get into
the backfield.
The former interior defensive linemen of the
Eagles are sure to be picked, but their former
teammate, Akins, is not quite as fortunate. Akins
is surely an intriguing prospect because of his
athleticism and versatility. He was recruited as a
running back, played cornerback and linebacker
for the Eagles, and projects most likely as a safety
and special teams player in the NFL.
With his 40 time hovering around 4.7, he
doesn't have phenomenal speed, but he did test
out as the thirdbest defensiveback in the 60-yard
shuttle run at 11.12 seconds, a workout meant
to test explosiveness and lateral quickness. If
teams put much stock into that test, Akins could
find himself on an NFL roster by the end of the
draft.
April 25, the first day of the two-day draft, is
quickly approaching, and BC will be well represented this year. The interview process may be over
for Raji, Brace, and Akins, but the question still
remains: will they get the job? And ifthey do, from
where will their paychecks be coming? \u25a0
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The

mysterious Dark Knight

Ryan Sidney's story remains
unclear six years later

All signs
point to
Paris

By Jessica Isner
Heights Senior Staff

Alfred Pennyworth once told Bruce
Wayne to simply endure. "Take it," he said.
"They'll hate youfor it, but that's the point
of Batman. He can be the outcast. He can
make the choice no one else can make: the
right choice."

\
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Zach Wielgus
On July 26, 2003, 20-year-old Ryan \'\
Sidney is given a choice. A man knocks on
the door of his dorm room in Rubenstein
Hall at Boston College and tells him that
his best friend is being
his teammate
held at gunpoint a couple of floors below. JBj
It is up to Sidney to save him; otherwise, i
it's goodbye.
»
"I could've been the guy who kept playing basketball, watching his friend get killed,"
Sidney says, "or I could've gotten kicked out [of
school] for protecting someone else."
Sidney goes downstairs. He tries to make
peace between Andrew Bryant and Newbury
College student Adamu Tallen who is toting a
nine-millimeter handgun. Tallen whacks Bryant
in the head with the gun. The cops show up. Arrests are made.
Less than a week later, this sentence trickles
across the ticker on ESPN: Boston College men's
basketball players Ryan Sidney and Andrew Bryant
leave the University, citing personal reasons.
Almost six years later, nobody remembers
Ryan Sidney, the 6-2 freshman who averaged 9.5
points and 4.7 rebounds in 22 minutes per game,
exclusively as a sixth man. Nobody remembers
Ryan Sidney, the sophomore who joined Troy Bell
in a backcourt that led the nation in scoring and
rebounds. Nobody remembers Ryan Sidney, the kid
who broke his jaw in practice but played through
it mouth wired shut, liquid diet and all for two
months because he couldn't bear to let himself sit
on the bench.
Everyone only remembers one thing: Ryan
Sidney left BC the summer before his senior year,
-

;

-

This isn't about the players who
make headlines and earn clips on
SportsCenter. This isn't about the heroes
on the basketball court who fans worship, either. In fact, this is about one
player who rarely gets press, not to
mention playing time. But without Biko
Paris, the talk around Chestnut Hill
would be about- how another meaningful
game slipped away.

With Tyler Roche out and Corey
Raji still struggling to find the bottom
of the net, head coach Al Skinner had
no choice but to rely on a smaller lineup
with Paris at point guard, Tyrese Rice at
shooting guard, and Rakim Sanders at
small forward. Ironically, this is the most
prolific option that the Eagles can field;
the days ofParis riding the bench and
averaging just 12.5 minutes should stop
'if making a run at a decent seed in the
NCAA tournament is on Skinner's mind.
Paris will seldom wow anyone with
bis stat line he scored 10 points and
rrabbed four rebounds in the 72-67 win
*ver No. 23 Florida State on Tuesday
lut what he brings to the floor is some-

-

-

never to return again.

The summer before Ryan Sidney's freshman year
at BC, the basketball players decided that they
would not let history repeat itself.
One season earlier, the Eagles finished with an

I

-

-

-

11-19
record,
a record
that buried
them in the cellar of the Big East
standings. During the summer
of 2000, however, head coach Al Skinner made
sure the basketball team was on campus all summer. Veterans Kenny Harley, Xavier Singletary, and
Jon Beerbohm demanded that the team work out
together, practice together, eat together, and learn
together. The young guys Uka Agbai, Troy Bell,

and Ryan Sidney caught on quickly.
"I think the thing about that team was that we
bonded so well," Sidney recalls. "If there's no older
group to keep the young kids together, it makes it
-

See Sidney, B6

-

BC inches one win closer Eagles
impress

By Diana C. Nearhos
Heights Editor

This game really mattered to Boston
College, which had a one-point lead on
No. 23 Florida State University with
2:40 left in the game Tuesday night and
needed to finish strong in order to secure
another win against a strong conference
opponent. That margin remained the
same until guard Tyrese Rice hit a clutch
3-pointerto give the Eagles a four-point
lead with 22 seconds left, and they would
go onto win 72-67.
"When I took the shot, I either knew
it was going to go in or be firm back rim
and still have a chance when it left my
hands," Rice said. "Luckily, it fell and it
was enough to get us the win."
Then, now up four, BC had possession
with 15 seconds remaining needing to
inbound the ball. The Eagles have had
trouble inbounding all season; Trapani's
pass was intercepted, but he recovered
with a block.
"Florida State is a great defensive
team; they locked up pretty quick and
I didn't want to throw a turnover near
the basket," Trapani said. "I saw Rakim
flashing towards me so I threw it over but
they have giants on their team. He was
able to get a tip on theball. I immediately
ran out. I knew Douglas was going to try
to get a quick shot and I tried to time
the block."
Sanders was fouled on the rebound;
he made one of the free throws with 10
seconds left. FSU took one more shot,
but the game was over.
The beginning of the game differed
greatly from its storybook ending. Both
teams looked sloppy at the start. The
first two minutes alone featured four
turnovers, three in arow for FSU. Despite
their turnovers, the Seminoles were able
to put up points. Just 5:36 into the game,
BC found themselves in a 12-point hole,
down 16-4. The Eagles had'only grabbed
two rebounds and had shot just 22 percent compared to FSU's seven rebounds
and 78 percent shooting.
"I just didn't think we executed
very well in the first half," head coach
Al Skinner said. "Well, we didn't. We
didn't exeeute, we were impatient on the

scouts
Raji, Brace, and Akins
eye NFL after combine
By Charles Moore
Heights Staff
Imagine the most stressful interview
have ever had. Now stretch that
interview process out over five days and
imagine your prospective employer exyou

pects you to bench press copy

ALEX TRAUTWIG

/

HEIGHTS JDITOR

Tyrese Rice skies for a layup attempt in the second half of the Eagles' 72-67 win on Tuesday.
offensive end."
The Eagles gained some momentum
and began chipping away at FSU's lead.
Trapani hit" a jumperfrom the free-throw
line with just over 10 minutes left in the
period, and less than a minute later hit
a layup to bring the Eagles within eight.
Trapani's baskets started a 16-3 run for
BC that lasted for most of the second

INSIDE SPORTS

THIS ISSUE

portion of the half.
With 1:50remaining, Sanders slammed
a windmill dunk to give the Eagles a twopoint lead, their first since the opening
minute of the game; however, FSU guard
Toney Douglas hit a 3-pointer with 38
seconds left to regain the lead, 25-24, for

See Basketball, B6

Supporting cast delivers vs. FSU

Sanders, Trapani, and the rest of BC's role
players stepped up to beat the Seminoles. B6

machines
and sprint through the hallways of the
office building which they're interviewing you in. This is exactly (well almost
exactly) what former Boston College
Eagles B.J. Raji, Ron Brace, and Kevin
Akins experienced this past Thursday
through Tuesday at the NFL Draft
Combine.
Each went through grueling physical and mental tests for NFL scouts
in order to prove that they have the
physical makeup and mental moxie to
be a successful pro.
Raji is quickly becoming one of the
most sought-after defensive prospects
in the draft. At 6-1, 334 pounds, Raji
has the size to plug the holes as well
as the quickness and athleticism many
believe necessary to become a decent
pass rusher. At the combine, Raji tested
as the fifth strongest defensive lineman,
bench pressing 225 pounds 33 times.
His 5.13 second 40 yard dash time
wasn't as impressive, but that doesn't
seem to be a concern to most teams; this
past season, he proved he can get to the
quarterback by recording seven sacks.
All season long, it looked like Raji
would most likely be a first-round pick,
but once scouts got their hands on BC
game film, Raji's stock rose quicker than

See Combine, B7

BC baseball battles Red Sox

The Eagles ran out to an early lead before Boston's
best assert their dominance. B7

hing that cannot be charted. A true
loint guard isn't supposedto pile on
>oints; he is supposed to create, which is
ixactly what Paris has proved he can do
when given the chance.
With Paris running the point, it
frees up Rice and Sanders to play the
positions which they are more naturally
suited to. Instead ofrequiring Rice to
handle the ball and create for others, BC
can pass those duties to Biko and allow
Rice to do what he does best: shoot.
Also, Sanders' athleticism is often a
mismatch for opposing small forwards,
as he can hit 3-pointers to go along with
his windmill dunks.
Although this strategy seems to be a
no-brainer, Paris has, to be fair, struggled at times with his decision-making,
often getting overwhelmed with tight
defense. Yet he showed no hesitation
penetrating toward thebasket where two
Seminole defenders, both of whom stand
above 6-9, loomed.
Florida State's giants in the middle
usually deter opposing offenses from
even thinking of driving inside, but
Paris' audacity to test them yielded
game-changing results. Clinging to a
six-point lead with under seven minutes
to go, Paris charged into the paint, got
mauled by forward Chris Singleton, but
managed to throw up a shot... that he
made. After he missed his free throw, he
scampered to grab the rebound and sank
another layup.
Rice was impressed, barking playfully
at his backcourt mate as he ran down
the floor. The fans were impressed, giving Paris an ovation after his four-point
solo effort. Skinner was impressed,
directing the team while hiding a smile.
Even Florida State head coach Leonard
Hamilton couldn't hide his admiration
for the scrappy point guard.
"He probably made the difference
in the game," Hamilton said. "He made
some circus shots. His shots were shots
we were not accustomed to giving."
That's right, it wasn't Joe Trapani's
19 points or Sanders' acrobatic shots
that gave BC the extra push to capture
the five-point victory in Hamilton's
mind; it was bench player Biko Paris.
A natural point guard, one who
makes those around him better, is hard
to come by; yet it seems that Skinner
and the coaching staff have uncovered a
budding floor general. It could be that
Paris' performance against the Seminoles was an anomaly, that he merely
scored timely points in an important
game. Or it could be that he has never
been given a legitimate chance to be a
partner with Rice, instead always replacing him when the star needs a breather,
and when given the opportunity, he can
make special things happen.
"I told them [media relations] that
they need to bring Biko down because he
is the true hero tonight," Rice said to a
room full of reporters after the game.
Maybe this is about a hero after all.
Zach Wielgus is the associate sports editor
can be reached at
sports@bcheights.com.
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palachia or healing from hangovers in Puerto Rico this spring
break, you're going to end up with an absurd amount of free
time. Because Boston Collegeopts to place its spring break three
weeks before spring even begins, you may find yourself the only
one of yourfriends at home in a barren town. As others work on
service trips or sip on sangria in Sarasota, you may be forced to
spend a week dryer than the alliteration of this paragraph. If
this sounds despondent, fear not. During your free time, you can
achieve something inspired and immaculate: You can assemble
your autobiography, in the form of a mix tape.
Rob Sheffield, long-time pop culture writerand music critic for Rolling Stone, publishedLove is
a Mix Tape in 2007. One of the finest, most engaging, most heartbreaking pieces ofmusic literature
ever composed, Love is a Mix Tape treks through Sheffield's life to the tune of the songs he grew
up with. Each memoir begins with the track listing of a mix tape he assembled during that time
in his life juxtaposing Prince, Yo La Tengo, and Ray Charles and he proceeds to express what
occurred through the lyrics and the vibesof the mixes. As witty as Chuck Klosterman, as conscientious as Don DeLillo, and as warm and loving as any romantic, Love is a Mix Tape shouldreside at
the top of the reading lists for any and all music fans.
In and of itself, Love is a Mix Tape proves a great way to kill time over thebreak. But you'll find
yourself immersed in his world of Pavement, The Beatles, and Boy George,and his melodicsaga
will end all too soon. At which point you can crawlout of your cocoon and craft an autobiographical mix tape of your own. Think about which songs define your life to this-point. For a unique and
true creation, try to rid your mind of the most fitting lyrics or the songs that released in the year
such an event occurred in your life. To amass a pure mix tape, try" to channel your experiences
through thefeeling of the songs. While Blink 182's "First Date" may bear the most overtlyappropriate and chronologicallysuitable lyrics to your sixth grade affair, something like Sean Paul's saucy
"Temperature" might capture those sputtering prepubescent hormones, or maybe DeVotchKa's
dejected dirge "How it Ends" (featured in the beginning of Little Miss Sunshine) wilt encapsulate
your horrifying middle school melodrama.Pick any event, any moment, any failure, any trip, and
remember how that feels. Then think about how that feeling sounds.
And for the sake of authenticity and nostalgia, don't just click and drag an assortment of songs
from your iTunes library to burn and then scribble in Sharpie the title on the disc. Few things could
be less romantic. Rummage through the back of a RadioShack and find a cassette tape. Fuzzy in
sound, flimsy in structure, the cassette is not designedfor audiophilesor perfectionists, it's made
for purists.
In the end, you will have created your story in sound. Maybe less productive than Appalachia
but slightly more productive than yakking in a grimy Cancun bathroom stall, you will have created
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Assoc. Arts & Review Editor
" In the spirit of being fresh offof Boston College's Green Week,
I'm going the organic route and spotlighting some homegrown
talent. The selection that we've got here ranges from the newest
video, the inspired No Sleeves to the olderspoof of The 0. C. The
BC. Despite the fact that The O.C. series crashed and burned faster
than a homemadebottle rocket, you can get a fresh take in these five
episodes. It will make you recall simpler times,when every tween
girl you saw had an "I Love Seth Cohen" T-shirt on and the cover of
every magazine featured MischaBarton. As for the Billy Joel spoof,
theentertainmentlies in watching all the things you love(and hate)
about BC catapult on the screen at an amazing rate.
Combine support of BC students and grads and get a few laughs
along the way with this week's top three:
,

1~

No Sleeves. The Keegan
brothers in this hilarious
music video se in the Mods,
ode to the fabled senior who never
sars any sleeves. Their lyricism
zes with whimsy here's a little

I
L

-

eak peak: "You've no objection / to
i second amendment, but you don't
want it for protection / You want the
right to bare arms, correction." So support your peers and look up No Sleeves
on www.youtube.com.

2

St. Ignatius Started the Fire.
Listening to "We Didn't Start
the Fire" can be like watching an inept person drive a car -just
a frustrating situation for everyone.
There are too many words to even
try to remember; still, some people
sincerely believe they know them
and sing along. Despite this setback,

let's be honest the song is a classic.
Check out Joel's classic with an infusion of Eagle glory at www.youtube.
com.
?

f\

The BC. This series dates
back to the days of 2005,
»./
when the phrase "Welcome
to The O.C. b?" actually meant
something, and Marissa Cooper'sridiculous deathwasn't the butfofevery
joke. The outrageous world of Ryan,
Marissa, Seth, and Summer comes to
BC with five episodesworth of drama
and O.C. references. If you haven't
already, go to www.the-bc.comto find
all the episodes.
"%

? ?\u25a0" \u25a0-

\'

PHOTOS COURTESY OF YOUTUBE.COM AND THEBC.COM
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TV

BC

What We're Watching
By

TUBE

Let's hear it
for the boys

Ana Lopez

Heights Editor

1. 18 Kids and Counting Nadya Suleman's brood of 14 children only begins
to rival the impressive unit that is the
20-person Duggar family of Arkansas.
With the faith that every child is a gift,
the Duggar family continues to grow at
a steady pace (since the inception of the
show in 2008, the title has had to change
to reflect the birth of another Duggar).
The juxtaposition of events such as the
engagement of the eldest Duggar child
in one episode to the birth of another in
the following episode make for a unique
look into an incrediblefamily dynamic.
Tuesday at 8 p.m. on TLC.
-

In

an epic conversation the six friends
of Friends have, they decide everyone gets a free cheating pass when it
comes to your five perfect people. They
have to be famous people who you
have absolutely no chance of hooking up with. Ross agonizes over his decision
but, once confident in his five, laminates the list and puts it in his wallet.While
[ haven't gone that far, do have five celebrities picked out who could cheat
I
i
on my (nonexistent) boyfriend with.
-

Number one: Justin Timberlake, for reasons that only my 13-year-oldself
could share. After Justin, the men on the list become a little less... real. In the
grand traditionof a television junkie, the otherfour are TV characters. So instead
of a column in which I berate or extol the characteristics of a specific series, I
am dedicating the rest of my 400-plus words to these four fictional men.

2. It's Always Sunny in Philadelphia Starring the comic
geniuses Danny DeVito and Charlie Day, Philadelphiawould
undeniably appeal to Seinfeld fans looking for a new classic
or Summer Heights High fans looking for more ridiculous
show tunes to get stuck in their heads. The broad premise
of the show is to follow the lives of six eclectic, eccentric
friends who run Paddy's Pub, an unsuccessful Irish bar in
South Philadelphia. Thursdays at 10 p.m. on FX.
-

Number two: Chuck Bartowski. I never thought my soulmate would work at
the fictional equivalent of a Best Buy, but there he was as the title character of
NBC's action/comedy. Zachary Levi plays Chuck as the ultimate loveable geek
a socially awkward individual in the most adorable way possible. I would
be willing to let the fact slide that he'd keer* his secret spy identity from me,
but he'd have to get over his everlasting crush on Sarah, the beautiful agent
protecting him.
-

3. Unwrapped This Food Network gem features the timeless narration of Bob Summer as he enlightens us about the
manufacturing process and history of their*favorite comfort
foods and desserts. For a half hour, this show exposes the
quirky side offood production, such as how macaroni is made,
what goes into lettuce farming, and how to make a Jell-0
mold of your face. Fridays at 8 p.m. on Food Network.
-

Number three: Jess Mariano. My consistentreaders know I never miss a chance
to bring up my all-time favorite show, Gilmore Girls. I'm talking to the Dean
lovers right now: Rory would have been a fool to pass up a chance to date Jess,
who was just the right mixture of troubled soul and smartass. He may not be the
most dependable of TV boyfriends but isn't intrigue so much more valuable?
Number four: Sawyer Ford. He drew me in from the first episode I watched.
He got shot in the chest and still lit up the screen with his sarcastic comments
and nicknames. Sawyer has a soft side though, sacrificing himself for the good
of Kate and the rest of the Oceanic 6 in the season four finale. I end this ode to
Sawyer with one simple request of Lost: More shirtless episodes. Stat.

CLOSE-UP

Number five: Dan Humphrey. Most girls watch Gossip Girl and lust over the
beauty of Nate or the sexy sleaziness of Chuck Bass, but I'd take the sensitive
and smart Dan over the two of them any day. The best part is that Penn Badgely
seems to embody Dan in real life as well, making him way too good both for
Serena Van Der Woodsen and Blake Lively.

Top

Chef's

Fabio Viviani

with

John Delfino

Fabio Viviani, the Italian stallion of Top Chef, has made an enormous impact on
the television community and currently stands to become the most famous entrant
in the growing Top Chef fanbase and he was eliminated last week. By the time you
read this, he will have appeared on Ellen DeGeneres' talk show, as well as countless
blogs, news sites, cookbooks, and women's hearts. A native of Florence, Italy, he owns
a restaurant namedCafe Firenze: Italian Restaurant and Martini Bar in Moorpark, Calif.,
and is William Shatner's own private chef. He was educated at the I.S.S.A.R. School of
Hotel and Restaurant Management, specializingin, of course, Mediterranean food. He
was very well-likedon the show for his charming accent, precise and delicious-looking
food, no bulls-philosophy, and, of course, his looks. Watch for Fabio to become one
of the most well-known Top Chef contestants ever, and a huge name in the culinary
world altogether. He may very wellbe the face of the new wave of mainstream chefs
that shows like Top Chef have been pushing so hard.
-
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Music
K'naan: a blast of reality from Somalia
By

NEWS

For The Heights

Off the Record
with Greg Kita

4

?

the

Modern music couldn't exist
without technology. The invention
of the Fender Esquire, the first
electric guitar to see commercial
success, revolutionized the music
industry; Jimi Hendrix pushed the
boundaries even further, utilizing
high gain and feedback to achieve
his signature guitar sound. Bands
like The Who were on the forefront of music technology in the
early '70s, pioneering the use
of synthesizers. Modern day rap
and hip-hop gain their own sound
largely through the use of drum
loops, Auto-Tunes, and pitch correctors. In fact, digitaltechnology
can even go so far as to make the
need for real instruments obsolete.
Then there's Muse.

SCENE THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26,2009

\u2666ARKANSAS
POLICE
PULLED
OVER
RAPPER
FABOLUS'S
TOURBUS
ON TUESDAY.
AUTHORITIES
FOUND OVER 500 POUNDS OF MARIJUANA.
THOUGH HE WAS NOT PRESENT, FELLOW
BANDMATES CLAIM HE LOADED IT.

K'naan adopts Eminem's flow and through heavy guitar solo he made his fame playing.
narratives about wire money transfers tells K'naan flows effortlessly on the verse, which
about his transition from poverty to afflufeatures a John Frusciante-esque guitar
ence. The song's story is interesting, but riff, but falls flat on the chorus, in which he
sadly it's one of the few things K'naan has swaps his afro-beatrap for generic nu-metal.
going for himself on this track, as it falls That being said, the track sounds perfectly
flat musically.
groomed for crossover radio play. K'naan
"Bang Bang," which features vocals from sings on the entirety of "Fatima,"a song that
Adam Levine, is one of the album's stronat first seems like a lighthearted, poppy Bob
gest tracks (and this week's free single on Marley imitation, until the listener realizes it
iTunes). While its narrative about lusting is about a teenage love who was kidnapped
after a woman
by soldiers.
is not as serious
In a sense,
"Troubaddur is a regsae and
as the album's
"Fatima" epitalbum that tells one omizes much of
other tracks, beat
K'naan lets his of the most unique stories in music." the album. It is
rapping run free,
on the whole a
unshackled by heavy rhetoric, and Adam solid effort, but musically it is not particuLevine delivers a radio-ready hook to match. larly groundbreaking; and K'naan's rapping
"Somalia"has one of the album's most interis consistent, but he does not blow the
esting beats; combining off-kilter drums with listener away with his skills. What makes
strings and juxtaposingdark lyrics, "When I the album worth listening to is the story it
try to sleep / I see coffins closin'" with an tells, a narrative unknown to mainstream
uplifting hook.
Americanrap. Troubadour holds its own, but
"If Rap Gets Jealous"features Metallica's in today's crowded field of rap newcomers,
Kirk Hammet, who performs.the type of it does not stand out. B

influenced

Hailing from southwest England,
Muse has worked to integrate modern technological advancements
with traditional instrumentation
over the past decade and a half.
The result is quite fantastic; a
spacey, surrealist sounds combining futuristic effects with modern,
alternative rock. Muse sound like
the soundtrack to a space odyssey.
What may really serve to distinguish Muse are the band's live
shows. Muse is known for their use
of pyrotechnics and lights to create
a dazzling and stunning experience.
Muse has won a string of Best Live
Act awards from ceremonies such
as the BRIT Awards and the Kerrang
Awards consistently since 2002.

+ BARENAKED LADIES LEAD SINGER STEVEN
PAGE HAS DECIDED THAT HE WILL LEAVE
THE BAND AFTER 20 YEARS IN PURSUIT
OF A SOLO CAREER. "THESE GUYS ARE MY
BROTHERS. WE'VE GROWN UP TOGETHER
OVER THE PAST 20 YEARS. I LOVE THEM
AND WISH THEM ALL THE BEST IN THE
FUTURE," PAGE SAID.
.

afro*

The trio boasts a recognizable
sound, due not only to the band's
instrumentation and musicianship but because of singer and
guitarist Matt Bellamy's falsetto
voice. Bellamy's vocals create a
less-than-typical sound, while the
heavy use of effects differentiate
Muse from its contemporaries.
Muse has four studio releases
under its belt and a fifth on the
horizon. Its music incorporates
such themes as politics, deathand
dying, and apocalyptical imagery.
In "Apocalypse Please," Bellamy
sings, "Declare this an emergency
/ Come on and spread a sense
of
urgency / And pull us through /
And pull us through / And this is
the end / This-is the end of the

NOTES

+A SPIDERMAN MUSICAL WILL PLAY ON
BROADWAY, FEATURING MUSIC WRITTEN
BY U2. YES, THE SCENE COULDN'T MAKE
THAT UP. SPIDERMAN: TURN OFF THE DARK
IS SET TO RELEASE FEB. 18 AT THE HILTON
THEATRE.
BONO AND
THE EDGE
RECORDED
OVER 50
SONGS
FOR THE
MUSICAL.

Will Watkins

In a rap industry overcrowded with MC's
competing over who can be the most violent
and conspicuouslywealthy, it does not come
as a surprise that there would
be a demand for a rapper who
takes a stand against violence
and speaks honestly about
poverty. That rapper is K'naan,
a Somali'bom immigrant who
was lucky enough to get a spot
on the last commercial flight
out of his war-torn country
in 1991. K'naan, born Kanaan
Warsame, went to school in
Toronto, and it was not long before he began
building a career as a poet and rapper. His
performance breakthrough came in 1999
when he performed a poem for the UN High
Commissioner for Refugees criticizing the
UN's failure to help the people of Somalia.
His 2005 debut, The Dusty Foot Philosopher,
was met with critical acclaim and won him a
Juno (the Canadian equivalent of a Grammy)
for Rap Recording of the Year. He has since
feuded with Candian rap star K-os, upgraded
to a largerlabel, and on Tuesday, he released
his sophomore album, Troubadour. Recorded
at Bob Marley's Jamaica studioand featuring
collaborations from Damien Marley, Adam
Levine of Maroon 5, Chali 2na of Jurassic
5 (he is showing up on everybody's album
these days), Mos Def, Chubb Rock, and Kirk
Hammettof Metallica, Troubadouris a reggae and afro-beat influenced album that tells
one of the most unique stories in music.
Lead single "ABC's," featuring Chubb
Rock, is a fast-paced jam with a strong horn
and bass riff throughout and a sober message about growing up in Somalia. A choir
of children sings, "They don't teach us the
ABC's / We play on the hard concrete / All we
got is life on the streets". In "15 Minutes,"

&

world." Muse's back catalogue even
includes a more digitalizedcover of
"Feeling Good," from the 1965 musical The Roar of the Greasepaint
the Smell of the Crowd.
Muse has carved out its own
unique niche in the digital world,
combining the best parts of past
and present to create its own
unique sound. The results have
been successful Muse has gained
a large, devoted following and
a decent amount of mainstream
success, despite its offbeat songs
and arguable "radio-unfriendliness." But Muse has followed its
own vision, and the results have
been more than successful. In the
musical garden, Muse's tree is
flourishing.
-

-

New metal shepherds in raucous' Wrath'

In Stores
Next Week

began with Sacrament, putting a greater
emphasis on Morton and Adler's chilling
leads, and Blythe's intonated yells.

By

Ben Shanbrom

Heights

Staff

Few genres of music contain bands
more loudmouthed or fan bases more
ruthlessly opinionatedthan metal. Case
and point: Metallica's hype for their
monumental comeback stinker, Saint
Anger; the streets ran red at the sound
of Hammet's down tuned nu metal riffs
and Ulrich's tin can snare drum. It wasn't
pretty. This, if nothing else, serves to
outline the great catch-22 of being a
metal band: If you do the same thing
all the time, your fans get tired of you,
but if you do anything risque they, like
a disgruntled proletariat, revolt against
you. With this in mind, for a band as
consistent and stylistically unwavering as
Lamb of God to make claims of topping
themselves and producing an expansive
album that needs no hype (isn't that in
itself hype?) is certainly a risky move.

Video

it segues into, Lamb of God certainly
sounds like a band poised to usher in
a new age for themselves. Between
these two conjoining pieces, one has
a fine sampler of everything the group
does so well: apocalyptic melodies,
smoking riffs, out-of-this-world drum
fills, and a friggin' furious vocal delivery as only Randy Blythe can muster.
It's not especially different for the
band, but I'll be damned if it doesn't
work just about perfectly. In spite of
this approach, Lamb of God does take
some well-placed steps forward, like
the haunting, perhaps even beautiful,
acoustic/clean sections in songs like
"Grace" and the epic seven-minute
plus closer "Reclamation." In a general
sense, the band continues in the more
melodic, atmospheric direction they

Neko Case
Middle Cyclone

U2
No Lion on the

Roadrunner Records

Horizon
Epic

ChartToppers
1. Right Round Flo Rida
ik
Dead and Gone T.I. ft. Justin

(2.

Video

Single

-

-

3. Crack a Bottle Eminem
4. Heartless Kanye West
5. Just Dance Lady GaGa
-

-

-

College Albums
1. Animal Collective Merriweather
-

2. Andrew Bird Noble Beast

W

-

3. Mattand Kim-Grand
-4. Los Campesinos! We Are

W-

-

5. Antony & Johnsons

-

the Crying

SOURCE: BILLBOARD.COM

& CMJ.COM

Single

Royksopp
"HappyUp Here"

Phoenix
"1901"

Of Montreal
Starman

Bloc Party
"Riko"

Island

Weathermaker Music

Downtown

Island

Although known best for their musical
contribution to the Geico,Caveman commercial ("Remind Me"), Royksopp draw
comparisons to the futuristic sounds of
groups like Air, rather than any antiquated
Neanderthal. "Happy Up There" whispers
overa smooth, bouncy bass line and unforgettable synth hook. In the video, aliens
from classic video game, Space Invaders,
invade a futuristic CGI city featuring an
epic plethora of flashing light bulbs as the
city's lone taxi cab fires back, just like the
game. B+ Ethan Stevenson
-

ALL

With the glorious acoustic guitar and
harmony-laden intro "The Passing" and
the crushing opener "In Your Words"

Unfortunately, as stated earlier,
none of these "new" features are really all that new for the band. There is
certainly a logical progression present
on this release, but in places it feels
almost too logical. For instance, certain
songs sound like revamped versions of
past tunes, like the first single, "Set to
Fail," which with its Southern swagger
and Ansemlo-esque refrain sounds an
awful lot like "Redneck" off the band's
last record The lead work in "Broken
Hands," while quite impressive, instantly
calls "Walk with Me in Hell" to mind.
However, the biggest bummer about
Wrath is easily the noticeable presence
of filler material. "Dead Seeds" and
"Everything to Nothing" boil down to
little more than messy sloshes of downtuned groove riffs and monotone barks,
and "Contractor" strives to be a crowdrousing thrasher that ultimately fails to
be memorable in any way (other than in
it's ridiculous chorus: "guaran-f?teed
some one will pay!") This also calls
to attention Blythe's apparent lack of
lyrical inspiration. Don't get me wrong,
I love my nihilistic rants and political
denouncements just as much as the next
guy, but I would have hoped that after
five albums, he would have something
new to scream about.
Wrath is not an album for the ages
and it's not a metalclassic by any means,
but it is undoubtedly solid. Fans hyped
up one the hopes of the band's
grandizements will groan, but any heavy
music lover who takes the press with
a grain of salt, I reckon, should tike it
pretty well. B

The kings of cool, the suave French
popsters, Phoenix, are back after
2006's stellarIt's Never Been Like That.
Popping drums and overdriven synth
propel a catchy laid back guitar lick

and Thomas Mars' slick vocal melody
on "1901," the lead single to their May
release: Wolfgang Amadeus Phoenix.
Mars' lyrics are never incredibly significant, but his playful tone perfectly sets
the optimistic mood. More infectious
than HPV, "1901" will be stuck in your
head for quite a while. AE.S.
?

You could always hear the influence
of Thin White Duke laced throughout
Of Montreal's playful and lascivious electro-pop-funk ballads. Now,
stripped of the synths and percussion, androgynous lead singer Kevin
Barnes, who Paste Magazine dubbed
"The heir to Bowie," pours out his
influence with a heartfelt, acoustic
rendition of Bowie's classic Starman,
off the Zissy Stardust album. Only the
smooth, boyish croons of Barnes can
pull Bowie off. B+ Zak Jason
-

Emotions fall flat in Brit quartet Bloc
Party's new single. The raw energy and
angst of their stellar debut Silent Alarm
seems to have fizzled out of them and into
the bowels of London. A synth-ladenmelody
drolls along, a common motif throughout
the new album. Lead singer Kele Orokere's
voice mumblesalong in dry meloncholy,far
from his emphatic wail of yesteryear. The
final percussion solo redeems the song a
bit, but "Biko" may prove the least-fitting
intra song for the Boston College basketball
player of the same name. C Z.J.
-

ALBUM COVER PHOTOS COURTESYOF AMAZON.COM
the
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The House Of Blues

Rattles Fenway

no longer influences decisions made by the venue. Downstairs,
walls
the
are
filled with pieces offolk art a testament to Akroyd's effortsto
for
"celebrate not only the music but also the rural folk art of theAmerican
irThe House of Blues was grounded in Cambridge, Mass, in 1992 by conie- General manager for the H. 0.8., Julie Jordan, has said that the H.0.8,, as a
dian/aclor/Blues Brother Dan Akroyd and businessman Isaac Tigrett. This ishaih, possesses the largest collection of folk art in the United States. Tigrett's
venture would expand into a chain consisting of 19 different venues, 18 of, collection of Indian and Far Eastern art decorates the venue's five-star: VIP
which are located in the United States and one of which is in Canada. In a member dining room, located on the upper floor of the venue.
Akroyd's influence is also made obvious by his appearance at the venue
recent interview with WBGH, Akroyd described his and Tigrett's intentions
for the H.0.8.: "What we did with House of Blues is webuilt these palaces, with Jim Belushi. Though the first ticketed event \£as<Jast Thursday and feathese temples to celebrate not only the music, but also the rural folk art of the tured the performance of J. Geils Band, the grand opening on Landsdpwne
American South and the cuisine of theAmerican South." Though the chain's St. occurred that Saturday and featured The Bilges Brothers Revue.'This
first venue closed in 2003, this past weekend saw the grand opening of a new modificationto the name of the legendary blues duo comes after the death of
John Belushi in 1982. John, known as "Joilet Jake," has since been replaced
House of Blues at 15 Lansdowne St., in a building far larger and more acby his brother Jim, "Brother Zee," joiningAkroyd, "Efwood," for a revival of
commodating than the original.
The H.0.8. was founded in a little house in Harvard Square that Akroyd thefamed act. The Blues Brothers Revue has made it a tradition to perform
dubbedhis and Tigrett's "laboratory." He claimsthat they were suffering from a at the grand opening ofevery new H. 0.8., but rarely outside of this context.
lack of space, wanting to bring in certain acts but not being able to afford them Joining the Blues Brothers Revue were special guests Sam Moore of Sam &
because the small capacity of the venue precluded Akroyd and Tigrett from Dave, Carly Simon, The Late Show'sPaul Shaffer, James Montgomery, Skunk
selling enough tickets to pay for the performers. This problem necessitated Baxter, Jimmy Wood, local guitar legend Ronnie Earl and the Broadcasters,
the venue's closing, but the owners alwaysplanned onreturning to Boston to and the Reverend Lee Gospel Band.
re-open the HouseofBlues in the city in which it was originally founded.
The H.0.8. has more.than just the blues though. As mentioned, J. Geils
Akroyd and Tigrett have both had a long history with the blues that stretches Band performed Thursday and were followedby the Gypsy Kings on Friday,
far back into their youth. Akroyd grew up listening to the blues in Ottawa, neither of which are blues acts. In March, the H.0.8 will see Tom Jones,
Canada and by the time he had auditionedfor Saturday NightLive with friend Common with Kid Cudi, Flogging Molly with The Aggrolites, Dropkick
and fellow comedian John Belushi, the duo had already performed twice as Murphys, Ozomatli with Chali 2NA,and Bloc Party with Longwave. Between
"The Blues Brothers," and Belushi had put together a set list for their upcoming the schedule of diverse acts and theperkofa restaurant with a bar, the H.0.8.
shows. For the first of these shows, they were able toplay with Willie Nelson has transformed the building that once housed the Avalon from a dance club
as their back-up band. Akroyd is a talented harmonica player and singer who filled with drunken dancers to a sit-down concert venue that offers quality
has performed with some of the most famous artists in the genre.
Southern-style cooking downstairs and five-star dining upstairs in the VIP
Tigrett is the former owner and founder ofthe Hard Rock Cafe, a restaurant, member room.
bar, and music venue he opened in 1971 at the age of22, with his then 23-yearThe H.0.8. has also involved itself in charity, taking an average of 20
old partner Peter Morton, in London. This venture grew into a lucrative chain percent of the fees received from VIP membership, which has several levels of
and catapulted Tirgrett and Morton to success. Theltwo would eventually sell commitment, and allocating it to aprogram developedtoteach
underprivileged
their shares of the company, which went public in 1986, and Tigrett would inner-city kids about the history of the blues. The program brings them into
move to India. There, he fell in love with Buddhism and Indian art, amassing the venue and shows the progression of the
blues from its roots on slave ships
a large collection. Upon returning to the U.S. and developing the idea of the to its translation into today's country, rock, hip-hop, rap, and R&B.
H.0.8. with long-time friend Akroyd, Tigrett became interested in placing
The House of Blues totes a list of top-drawer performers across many
the venue in Cambridge, as he was attracted to the intellectual community different genres and high-quality dining m a 2,500 capacity venue, making
generatedby the presence of universities such as Harvard and MIT; he believed for an experience that has more intimacy than any large arena
could offer

BY Joe Tardi

mer owners

The Heights

-

\

that this demographic would be receptive to the venue.
Though Akroyd and Tigrett laid the groundwork for the H.0.8. and built
it into what it is today, someone else now occupies it. The business changed
hands somewhere between the end of 2006 and the beginning of 2007, when
it was handed over to Live Nation, the media and music giant that recently
merged with Ticketmaster. The deal, however, in no way means that the for-

when housing performers of such quality. One would be hard-pressed to
find a similar atmosphere in which they.can see performers like 8.8. King
and Buddy Guy in the same night. Thus, the venue adds a new aspect to the
musical culture of Boston, offering shows that one might not be able to see
outside of the Orpheum or TD Banknorth Garden. It looks like the House of
Blues has given us all something to look forward to.

The Line-up What's coming soon to the House of Blues
-

Jimmy Eat World
Jesse McCartney
The Disco Biscuits
Mar. 1
Tom Jones
Mar. 9
Common
Flogging Molly
Mar. 10
Mar. 12-18 Dropkick Murphys
Mar. 19
Bloc Party
Mar. 22
Cut Copy
Mar. 28
Shinedown
Feb. 26
Feb. 27
Feb. 28

Mar. 30
April 1
April 2
April 3
April 9
April 18
April 19
April 20
May 14

Lady GaGA
Katy Perry
Derek Trucks Band
moe.

S|Qg

Umphrey's McGee
State Radio
Lily Allen
Ratatat
Animal Collective

Rants
The Quest for Perfection

Continues: 'Non Dairy Creamer'

New This Week

Blind's new single and ineffectively tried to
remember the days of gleefully singing along
to "Jumper" and "Semi-Charmed Life."
"Non Dairy Creamer" is remarkably
abysmal, and it only gets worse after Jenkins' terror alert references. Its cliched

finger-picking and march-like chorus lead
to a ludicrous bridge in which Jenkins repeatedly yells, "Young gay republicans" for
reasons unbeknownst to me. It's from here
that 3eb really hit their stride. Over-theatrical, distorted guitars accent boring chords
and noodle an outdated and unimaginative

Movies
1. Jonas Brothers: 3D
2. Taken
3. The Uninvited
DVDs
1. \u25ba Summer Heishts High
2. Breaking Bad
3. Ironweed
4. What Just Happened?

lead.

By

Ethan Stevenson
& Review Editor

Asst. Arts

Just 10 years ago, we were bubbling,
young elementaryschool students dancing to
Third Eye Blind's "Never Let You Go." We've
changed a lot since then grown a few inches, developed facial hair and breasts and
so has 3eb. Blue (1999), sold 150,000 copies
in its first month. But now they're handing
out new songs for free and asking their fans
to remix the songs tocreate a new fan-made
album. "Non Dairy Creamer," the first of this
type,.became availablefor download on the
band's Web site in Novemberand had a-videa
released in its promotion last month.
Fellow perfectionist Ben Franklin (see
last week's column) listed "Silence. Speak
?

?

,

not but what may benefit others or yourself;
avoid trifling conversation," as his second of
13 virtues in his pursuit of ultimate morality.
Third Eye lead singer Stephen Jenkins fits the
antithesisofFranklin's second virtue on "Non
Dairy Creamer," as hefills the new single with
excessively trifling lyrics.
Aiming for political and poignant, Jenkins
confusingly name checks "Operation Iraqi
Freedom" in the second verse; in the third
he belts out, "One in four American girls has
an STD / And you can buy yourself some implants / But you can't buy soul threat level
orange."
Overly meaningful and direct lyrics are
often discouraged, but Jenkins takes it to
a new level on "Creamer." I scratched my
head throughout the first half of Third Eye

It wouldn't be just to forget about the
pointless, but overly grand string, drums and
bass outro, but Jenkins manages to quote
George W. Bush's infamous "Mission Accomplished" banner immediately before lifting
lyrics from M.l.A.'s huge hit "Paper Planes"
(something that apparently we aren't done
hearing).
In response to "Creamer's" expected bad

press, Jenkins claimed that his extraordinarily flat political lyrics were inspired by
months on the campaign trail with Obama
and meant to be humorous.
Regardless, "Non Dairy Creamer" is

anything but perfect and clearly disregards
Franklin's suggestion of "Silence" it in
no way "benefits others;" I can't figure out
how it benefits the band and is worse than
"trifling"because it aims to be the opposite.
Despite how incredibly unpalatable it may
be, "Non Dairy Creamer" is streaming on
the band's MySpace and their new album,
Ursa Major, is expected to be released later
?

\u25ba In perhaps the most philosophically enlighteningshow on televi-

sion, saucy private-school student
Ja'mie King says, "I'd rather
be a lesbian than a pedophile."
This is only a speck of a xrumb
of the great feast that is Summer Heights Hish, which follows
Ja'mie, Polynesian pottymouth
Jonah, and über-flamboyant theater teacher Mr. G. SHH may be
the funniest show ever made.

this year.

If they selected The Curious Case

of Benjamin Button, they might have

THE

LIFE

REEL

with Chase Kinser

been are claiming we'reall going to
die whether the economy is growing
or contracting. If they selected The
Reader, then they are probably, suggesting we should hand the economy to
the illiterate (which might not be a bad
idea).

Realty? Eight awards? Slumdos Millionaire swept the floor dry. I mean, I
liked the movie, and it was well-made,
but is it really that good? Maybe the
competition was just bad this year. All
the critics seemed to align themselves
with the blockbusters, which is a little
unusual. I don't really have an alternative film that I felt strongly about
that was nominated, so I'll accept
Slumdog's wins.
Yet, in a failing economy that is
still heading downward, I cannot help
but use my interest in economics to
analyze this victory. Everyone is an
economist these days, even the Academy, so what message are they trying
to send through Slumdog's awards?

8
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But they chose Slumdos Millionaire. This in and of itseltis hugely
ironic, since many of the people in this
country who were once millionaires are
now slumdogs. Anyway, is the Academy
suggesting our economy goes on a game
show and uses its life knowledge to
answer grilling questions? Maybe that
idea will go into Tarp 111. Or are they
advocating for globalization? They did,
after all, award a British film set on the
streets of Mumbai.
Maybe the Academy is replacing the
idea of "hope" with "destiny?" Hope,
a word which won a certain lucky man
the highest office in the land, is rapidly
dying. Consumer confidence is at a
record low and still heading downward.

(I'm sorry if that last sentence confused any movie fans who read this
column). The Academy, which has always claimed to be a step ahead of the
game, may be onto something. Destiny
might be the new hope. (Calvinism's
back in, baby!) Our economic future
might be written.
Of course, that claim begs another
question of what our destiny is. Maybe

we are Jamal, and everything will work
out, and we'll be rich. Or maybe we're
that gangster guy who.doesn't have a
happy ending. Looking at our recent
history and fundamental problems in
our economy, I'd say we are the latter.
There we have it: the Academy
probably feels we're doomed and somebody will prosper out of this mess,that
is not us. It is written.

Drink

&

Sites

Drink

Up!

Claudia

North End eaterie combines value with taste

Huapaya

Break

Spring

with

*

Who would believe it's called Study Week or even
Reading Week in Canada? From Appalachia to Cancun,
there's little time to study or read. Unbelievably, this tradition datesback to WWII. In honor of the relaxation to come, I
give you Spring Break!
According to The New York Times, the tradition can be traced to the Colgate men's
swimming team which would spend March vacation in Fort Lauderdale. These roots were
innocent enough when the team practiced in an Olympic-size city pool and stayed with
the family of a teammate. Fort Liquordale was also the setting of 1960s Where the
Boys Are, which spread the idea of true love found during one week in March. It quickly
became the first popular spring break location until the '80s when the U.S. drinking age
was raised. Other important milestones for Breakers: 1986 at Daytona Beach was MTV's
first Spring Break broadcast and in 1991 the Palm Springs mayor Sonny Bono banned
thongs in public. For all you Friends fans, you'll know what I mean when I say that these
trips fall under the "Spring break, woo woo!" category and NOT spring vacation.
Luckily, this drink is quick and easy, like most girls on spring break. Just pour the rum
over ice, add the soda and stir. Garnish with a lime wedge that the drinker can squeeze
to taste. Just make sure you pace yourself or you'll end up on Gir/s Gone Wild.
While many of you are heading to Acapulco or Puerto Rico, there'sanother important
spring break history to note. The national movement for
alternative breaks first gained major recognition in the
late '80s, and Boston College's own Appalachia Volunteers
ounces white rum
can be traced back to 1978. Whether you're going on an
?4.5 ounces ginger ale
alternative trip or to Dorado, raise your spring break glass
?1 wedge of lime
and Drink Up!
...

_.

~

1*1.5

?
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By. Kara Kaminsky
Heights Editor

Walking into Piccola Venezia on a brisk Saturday night, my nose was filled with the
magnificent scent that is resident of similar quality restaurants in Boston's own Littly
Italy in the North End. The restaurant was decoratedwith innumerable portraits of
Italian family members, dimly lit, and played soft alternativerock in the background.
While the music choice was a bit odd, it did not detractfrom the authentic Italian
meal.
I had a reservation for 8:30 p.m., arrived a few minutes late, but was still taken
to one of the two availabletables in the restaurant. The service was quite prompt;
the server brought bread and a small pitcher of water. Looking over the extensive
menu, it would have been impossible to make a decision, but luckily, my companion
and I had studied online prior to coming.
We split the caprese salad, a perfect way to explore the freshness of the
restaurant's produce. The dish came out with beautiful tomatoes, buffalo mozzarella,
and some of the freshest basil I have everseen. Anyone who regularly purchases basil
knows it begins to wilt soon after you bring it home. The basil on this dish looked as
if it had been picked from the backyard and placed on my salad.
For the main course, we shared two dishes: homemade gnocchi amatriciana and
chicken saltimbocca alla'romana. I had. ventured to the North End with a craving for
gnocchi but was quite disappointedby the dish. The gnocchi itself was overly thick,
which while still tasty, was not the light consistency to which I am accustomed. The
sauce was quite lacking. Amatricianais meant to be a bit spicy with pork; they chose
bacon. The bacon flavor was completely absent, and the sauce had a bitter taste I
usually attribute to doctored Prego.

While the gnocchi was lacking, the saltimbocca was remarkable. It was served
sauteed with shallots, sage, and fresh mushrooms in a white wine sauce and topped"
with prosciutto and melted mozzarellacheese. The method the chef used for the
chicken perfectly seared the sides, keeping in the juices while cooking. He cooked
the chicken in its accompanied sauce, giving the egg-flour coating a deliciousflavor.
The sauce was simple, with merely lemon, chicken broth, and white wine, but in
perfect proportion. The pnosciutto choservfor this dish was done so with specific
motive. Cooked prosciutto, if too salty for cold serving, will make for a fantastic
saltimbocca. Needless to say, there was none of this delicious masterpiece to take
home.
The wine list is subpar. There are only two choices of white and red by the glass;
if you want anything of quality, you are obliged to purchase a bottle. In this realm,
the bottles had a wide price range for a varied budget. The list itself, though was
not so versatile. The majority were from the companies Ruffino, Rodney Strong,
and Kendell Jackson. These brands are the same offered by the chain restaurant
Bertucci's. I would expect more from the North End.
Being an avid fan of Modern Pastry, I did hot explore the desserts of Piccola
Venezia. Overall, the restaurant was a great North End excursion on a budget. While
they did not seem to master the simple tomato sauce, after the fresh caprese and
vibrant saltimbocca I could not complain. The restaurant holds great value for its
quality. I highly recommend. Ambiance: B- Service: B Food: B Value: A-

.
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BORED IN CLASS?

Crossword
n

ACROSS

THE &MURM CF
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Veronica

FuzzLiS By Michael Mepham

__J__?_

A

_3_

9 Waldorf, e.g.

mm?

W°
1"? ?8126

15 Cool or groovy

J2_

33

24 Glide on'snow
26 "Torn" singer

?«

Imbruglia

52

Lombardo

66

28Fawkesor

1 I 1 191 11 18 1
?

?

?

?

Sudoku Answers See Page 11

stand up

!

and

IUT

IF

35
____
__

Wkuk*

32 Comprehends
33 Became level

36 Follow afterward
37 Blockade
41 Salon
47 Resistance Units
50 Thread reel
51 Refinery residue
52 Souchong, e.g.
53 Small bars
55 Church vow
56 Breakfast pick
58 Former capital
of Japan
60 Playful mammal
61 Galena, e.g.
63 Dapper
66 Wary
67 For each
68 Musician Shaw
69 Short-lived Ford
model
70 Newspaper
honchos
71 Blush wines

I

BB^_

:

P

69

I

I
|

|

II

70

|M

_

Hi

\u25a0"

e
69

40

3g

-

541 dss

\u25a0\u25a053

\u25a0
~

1
3B

B

\u25a0\u25a0jso

\u25a0\u25a0

;

--

832

\u25a0

31 Handrail post

-

\u25a0fla
\u25a0\u25a0__

29 Hoity-toityness

j

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9
grid. In each row there are 9 slots, some ofwhich
are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain
the numbers 1 to .9. You must follow these rules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3
box
The number should appear only once oh row,

?

113

Bra
W 2 23 .

i1

__

mmm

arrangement

W

34

:

36

.

Ho [71 HI
_

119I 19

18

__\u25a0\u25a0

22 Japanese flower

_

ZiJ?

'

29

19 "Bolero"
composer
20 Noblemen

_f

118I

17

16 Verify
17 Many-headed
monster
18 Big fuss

Ki

"~^"^\u25a0^

14

14 Dumbfound

_____5
8
_JL_Z_
*L_J?

p fs

[5

6 TV network

621 1 I
§

n

[3

rj

1 Actress

|

1171
|
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9 Romp

10 U.A.E. word
11 Unusually tall

?-?

?. .... .

seasoning plant

12 Means of

access
13 Postponements
21 Kent's girlfriend
23 Metric meas.
24 Vault
25 Potter's oven
27 Reverent
wonder
30 Ticket receipts
32 Mixes up
34 Golfer's peg
35 Dos Passos
work
38 Denholm and
Bob
39 Prod
40 Cogito sum
42 Gobi location
43 Farther along
the ascent
44 Kiddy
45 Some cricket

DOWN
So there!
Writer Tan
Spanish wines
Stone or Pound
Gain wisdom
Take to task
Auction offer
8 Made unfit for
use

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

_

pitches

,

Boom, roasted.
T.

Turn to P aBa\u25a0,
e 11\u25a0,
for the answers.
?

«.?

?

'

'

46 Gambit
47 "My Favorite
Year" star
48 Warmed up
49 Dull finishes
53 Emerald's

mineral'

54 Detector
device
57 Trifling

59 Tropical root
62 Scarlet, e.g.
64 Connection
65 Certainly!

OR. MEL, AREN'T YOU AFRAIDT NAH, WHAT HARM CAN
lsf/TSllPf UH... HAVE WE ALWAYS LIVED IN A
f LETTING
PEOPLE VISIT THE PAST ft JUST A FEW PEOPLE DO? °Ilf-'J, I i CULTURE THAT WORSHIPS GIANT HATSf

Write for Arts and Review!
Meetings are Monday's at 5:30 p.m. in the
Eagle's Nest. Send your questions, comments,
and ideas to reviewioibcheights.com
10
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"Did you ask about getting me
a bigger room?"

1

2009

The moon looks beautiful."
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Runway

Diaries

crazy geometric patterns, and the standard
fall plaids. Chunky necklaces and large colorful
hats, layered with round shapes, highlighted
each piece successfully.

By Deanna Rakowsky
For The Heights

Despite the economic crisis at hand, internationally acclaimed designers still managed
to dazzletheir audiences with less extravagant
collections at this year's Spring 2009 Fashion
Week in New York City. The Big Apple, one
of the major fashion capitals of the world,
welcomed designers such as Nicole Miller and
Charlotte Ronson to jumpstart the first day of
Fashion Week on Feb. 13. Although both designers succeeded in creating stunningreadyto-wear lines that incorporated typical fall
colors like black, red, and gray, the first key
event was undeniably the Barbie Runway Show.
Celebrating the 50th anniversary of Barbie,
50 of the top-tier American designers created
a dress specifically tailoredfor this occasion.
Thesefashion ringleaders included Diane Von
Furstenberg, Vera Wang, Donna Karan, Calvin Klein, Marchesa, and Tommy Hilfiger. The
runway show, filled with a superfluous amount
of pink and a few ostentatiouscreations,
certainly provided Fashion Week with a unique
twist arid change from the dark, edgy fall looks
usually seen on its runways.
Finishing the weekend'sfall runway shows
was Diane von Furstenberg, well known for
her fresh and modish dress collections. Although overall utilizing a darker color palette,
Furstenberg managed to create many innovative pieces with more pastel-like colors. The
collection also included several animal prints,

Starting the week with well-deservedappraisal were Donna Karan and Carolina Herrera. Karan was able to seduce the audience
not with sexy, revealingattires, but with
minimalskin exposure in her overtly sophisticated looks. Herrera's collection drew inspiration from the 18th century. Combining copper
colors with shades of purple and black allowed
for a unique and inventive collection. Other
victorious designers who graced this year's
New York runways included Badgley Mischka,
Michael Kors, Rebecca Taylor, and Ralph Lau-

ren.

Though Project Runway's Christian Siriano
a classy and remarkable collection, he strayed
awayfrom his infamous flamboyantand risky
fashion creations. He did, however, incorporate an avant-garde look among his mostly
brown and turquoisepieces. One of the most
talked about designers of this year's runway
show was Zac Rosen. Each piece was detailed
with! precision and grace. Rosen even had five
baby grand pianos playing on the runway as
famous models, like Coco Rocha and Sasha Pivovarova strutted down the runway in Rosen's
finest threads.
Needless to say, the New York City fashion
runway shows were a solid hit. Hopefully,
London, Paris, and Milan will live up to to the
Big Apple.

Pop!arazzi: Joel and Nicole sprouting another
By Meghan Thoksen

For The Heights

Amid the inane Oscar buzz and the somewhat predictable categories, a few noteworthygossip stories

spawned. JoelMadden announced this past weekend
that he and girlfriend Nicole Richie are expecting their
second child. Posted on the Good Charlotte Web site
under the title "Better than an Oscar," Madden wrote,
"I am so happy to tell everyone that Harlow is going
to be a big sister! God has truly blessed my family."
The couplewelcomed theirfirst daughter, Harlow
Winter Kate Madden, last Jan. 11. Richie has credited
her daughterwith the transformationin her lifestyle,
tradingnight dubs and drugs for strollers and blankets. Zachary Levi, star of Chuck, in which Richie guest
starred, told People, "I think that they'll be a good unit
to hopefully bring up their kids in a way where they are
stand-up individuals who lead their generation into being a good one." .

In

&

Out

In: Lent
Out: Indulgence

In: Spring Break
Out: Midterms

In: Thingamagig
Out: What-.
chamacallit

Monday to share the details. "The marriage was very
small and not most friends and family could attend
because it was a quick decision. Luckily, we will having another wedding this summer that will be a bigger
event!" The newlyweds are still deciding whether the
big bash will take place in Brazil or Serbia, respective
homelands. Lima ended her post giving fans a glimpse
into her future announcements. "And finally, there are
rumors of me pregnant. I just cannot say yet!"
While guys may be mourning the loss of one angel,
another one has made her Way back into the market.
Transformers' hottie Megan Fox split from fiance Brian
Austin Green after five years, US Weekly reported
exclusively. "The relationship has run its course. (The
break-up) is completely amicable, and they are remaining friends," an insider told US. The couple,separated
by 15 years, is currently focusing on their careers. Fox
has the Transformers sequel coming this summer and
Green is a regular on Terminator: The Sarah Connor
Chronicles.
~

Like Salma Hayek, Victoria's Secret angel Adriana
Lima announced Monday that she tied the knot to her
boyfriend, Marko Jaric, on Valentine's Day. The model
and NBA star eloped in Jackson Hole, Wyom. with a
small, privatecivil ceremony. Lima took to her blog

"Has anybody ever fainted here?
Because I might be the first
one."
Penelope Cruz, in her
acceptance speech upon winning best supporting actress.

'She's beautiful, and I love her,
and she can like, adopt me if
she wants to."
-

Miley Cyrus on Angelina Jolie
at the Oscars

PHOTOS COURTESY OF PEOPLE.COM

